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ABS'I K.4C:T 
I Temporal changes in vegctatmon were ebaluakd by computer Ittaps 
In the 5-year period 1967-71. 38 color-infrared photopraphtc showng the distribution ofspcctral signatures ofthc Gila Rivcr f\ood 
missions were fluwn over the Gila Hlver Phrcatophyte Project in I plain for r ~ c h  photograph~c miason fluwn. A mathematical model of 
muthrastern Ariwna. Data from these mlsstons were analyzed to I the change of spectral signature with change in sralcon for the flood 
determine the passibiltty of identrfyine and meilrurrng vcetative / plain gave a rwfiiricnt of correlation of 0.98 brtu-een modrled and 
parameters and their a s s ~ n t e d  hydmlog~c vartables by spectral observed densltomctric data. When an increase in volume of canopy 
analysis of the photography Durlng thc summer of 1971. addltlonal i fur both mesquite and saltcedar wan noted tn the field, there was a 
data from six color-infrared photographrc missions flown over tlie , corresponding tncreaw of near-infrared irradiancc. but the mea- 
Cibecue R~dge Watershed Study In central Ariwna were used WJ test I suremrnt errors of both irradianw ;nd canup! volume were veay 
the validity of some of the tlrhnlques developed tn this study. i large. The pooled standard deviations of irrndianer for all canopy 
The photographic niianionr were flown a t  altitudes between 1.m classes of mesquite and lwltcedar were 7 prcent  and 14 percent. 
and 60.000 feet 1460 and 18.000 meters) above land surface during respectively. The pooled standard deviatlonn of the 1968 irrad~ance 
many dimerent cliniatlc eundltion* using a varlety ofcnmrras. films. ' data fur the largest CHIIOPY classes w r e  13 percent for mesqulte and 
and Bltcr combinations / 12 percent fur saltcedar. Foliar cover versus irradtance had a high 
A transmittance densttometer was used to obtain density readings cafficlent of correlation. 0.85. 
in each of three priniary N ~ O ~ S  of the posltlvr tr&nsparPncres. The During thts study i t  was determined that a color-infrared photo- 
irradiance (defined in thls repott a s  energy remrdcd on the film) ' g r a p h ~ ~  miss:on and n computer analysrs of the photographic data fur 
sensed from the dye concentration in each of these primary colors j the CrIa River Phreutoyhytc Project area cost about a tenth of the 
was l t e rmined  and related t~ the total energy sensed by the film. ' amount of conventional species classificatron and canopy- 
achicvtng three parameters of relntlve irradiancc (near-~nfrared. ! nteaaurement tcchniqurs. 
red. and green, whrch were functtonally rclrta-d to spectral rpwons i A short dlscussron of the drnved spectral eguat~ons and a tnblc of 
indieatwe of plant act~r,lty. These parameters were then comcted to 1 24 stat~stlcal parameters descrlblng the spertral and hydrolog~c var- 
a "stnndard photo R~ght" hy adjuqtlng the densttometric data for ' iablcs ,~  ~nrluded. 
flight altitude. filter comhrnatton. filni type. and a standard corm- ' 
tion based on the spectral srgnature ofa  brldge lucated on the project. 1 lNTRODUCTlON 
from mo~*ture defic~enr~rs w~.r r  detCctnhle I hydrologic p;~r;cr,~r.ti.r;i, such a s  rvapotrtinspirati~~~r. 
Cahulatlons of wapotranrplratlon based on remote senstng from 
13 miulnns flown during 1968 wlated to water. 
budget measurements fur a 1.700-acre (690-hectare, area c l r a r~d  of 
vegetntlon and a 2.200-acre (890-hectare) phrratnyhyte-covered area 
of the Gila Rlver flood plilrn 
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This rep0rt is the the ofrolor-infrared 
P ~ O ~ O F ~ ~ P ~ Y  as  a qtlantitative vegetative and hy- 
drologic monitor in  the Gila Rivcr Phrentophyte Proj- 
e d  area and the C~becuc Ridge area. The study is a 
The coefficienb of corri.lntlon bctuoen the water-budget niea- 1 part of comprehensive ~ i \ ~  R , ~ ~ ~  l>hrealophyte 
surements and the rrmotc senslng calculat~ons were 0.88 for the 
clearLd area and 0.8r; for thr phreatnphytetnvcrc~ area. E ~ ~ ~ ~ -  j Project, which was undertaken the U.S. Geolofiic.?l 
transpiratlnn calcula~ed frutn seven photographic m r ~ a ~ o n ~  fl wn ; Survey to evaluat@ e v a ~ o t r a n s ~ i r a t i o n  from a n  
dunng 1968 aver a spatially homogeneouu gram snryhtrm fit'ld gave ! analysis of all the significant components that compose 
amefirlcnt ofcorrelat~on of0 93 when reltited torvapotrans~iratrun ' the hydrologic ~ystc-1. The work was done under the 
cnmputcd by the Blancy-Crlddle equatron / gehrrnl superribion of R. C. Clrller, project chief. 
Spatla1 vnrtab~llty of vegetation on the flood plnln w3a defined by 
the d ~ s c r ~ m ~ n a t ~ n n  hetwc.cn e ~ g h t  dlflerent plant comrnunit~er an- PURPOSI.: AND K O P E  OF TllE INVESTIGATION 
cludtng both deciduuur and y:lennial s p r ~ e s  A bpcctral ralu*tton 1 
of near-tnfrnr~d versus red lrradinnce of  the*^. plant rommunltrw j The PUrPoSP of this  inveetijistion 10 develop and 
shnwrd that fclrencli conimuntty the rt:~nrlard error o f t h  lrradlanrf ' evaluate color-infrared photogrrq~hic methods and 
terctis wa.i leu than 10 p.rcr*nt Iletermtnrny \nrlntione tn thedepth techniques a s  a ,c.n>nte wnsing tool for the idcntifira- 
to ground water spectrally was not pr.lcttral. ;~lthough crtlmate. of tion and spaci:~l rncnsurcment of vrgctetion cover. 11s depths tn hater of lens than :If) Crt 19 rn*-tei%t had o rvl.tt~vely sn~:tll ' 
s t a n ~ r d  error ,g 5 ., feet ,, Mol,ture r,,nten, wll , condttion. and tc.tninbra1 variability. and to functionnlly 
oluld not be dct~rn,lnrd 5p.ctr;ll~y eltht.r, 1 . ~ 1  ,,larrts undl.r s1rrq.r I relirte these ~nc.:i~u~.cmrnts to quantitative estini;~tcb of 
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I were ROW; under the direction of H. E ~kibi tzke;  the The Gila River P h e a t o ~ h ~ t e  project area Covers a 
~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l   ti^^ and Space Administration 6.000-acre (2,430-ha) 15-mi (24-km) span of the Gila Space Center) furnished the high.altitude River valley immecliakly above the San Carlos Reser- photography. 
voir in south-central Arizona. and the Cibecue Ridge I 
depth to ground water, and soil moisture. Near. 1 (1.49 ha). Therefore, each 3.67-acre (1.49 ha) plot is 
infrared photographic sensing involves the detection of located by a three-number cowdinate System (for 
the spectral radiance that is  reflceted from the photo- example. 14-2-25). in which the first number of the 
graphed surface and is particularly well adapted to hy- , m r d i n a t e  indicates the downriver wid, the second the 
drnlogic analysis. The sensitivity of two of the three 1 cross-river grid. and the third the plot. The location of 
dye layers of the film corresponds to ranges in  i the photographic- and hydrologic-measurement sites 
wavelen&hs that can be used to measure plant status, in  the two small watersheds in the Cibecue Ridge area 
and the photographic format lends i t d f  to a visual are  described only by dominant vegetation type. 
e\.aluation of ground-truth data. ACKNOIVLEDCMENTS 
At this point clarification concerning the terminol- 
ogy used in the paper is in order. The photographic The interest .&own in this study by many people in 
data used was in general standardi%d to a specific the fields of photogrammetry and the optical sciences is 
flight altitude (8,500 feet or 2600 mctcrs) above lpnd 1 gratefully acknowledged by the writer. Of s p ~ i a l  help 
surface usillg a "standard filter The analysis in I and value were the suggestions and contributions of 
the paper was, themfore, bawd on the effect that ir- Dr. P. N. Slnter, A-iate director of the Optical Sci- 
radiance had on the film as  a result of radiance from a e m s  Center, University of Arizona; Mr. N. L. Fri@ 
grvund s e n e  and atmospheric "stray light" being col- 
lected and focused through the filte and lenses upon 
the film. This "at a distancen and "filtered approach 
r e q u i d  the unconventional use of the word irradiance 
a s  a descriptor for the ground scene throughout the 
~nitlyzed in this report nre located by a three-number Geological Survey missions over the project uren wcre 
coordinate system. The reaches a rc  divided by 2,000-R I flown a t  altitudes of 1,500, 3,600, and 8,500 R (460, 
(610 lnbsquare grids, which a re  ~lurnbcred 1-28 down- 1,100, ilnd 2.600 m). Trial missions wcre Rown at  al- 
river nnd 1-5 cross river, m d  the grid unit is divided l tittldes of 500 and I.000 fi (1.50 m d  300 nl) on April 5, i inlo 25 plots, each nf which has a n  a rcs  of 3.67 acws 1969. and a t  an altitude of 11,000 fl (3,300 m) on 
research associate of the Photographic Research Divi- 
I sion of Eastman K o h k  Co.; and Mr. W. E. Evans. 
senior research engineer of the Electronics and Radio 
Sciences Division of Stanford Research Institute. Dr. 
Ran Gerson of the Department of G ~ F ~ P ~ Y  of the 
~~~ 
.=- 
Watershed Study area includis two snlall60-acre (24- 
ha) watersheds in the Fort Apache Indian Reservation 
in east-central Arizona (fig. 1). For this study, the 
15-mi (24-km) sp:tn of the Gila River valley was di- 
report to distinguish this data  from data which are  Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Israel, reviewed the 
standardized to actual "ground-sene radiance" a t  mr-  / m m u ~ d p t  and offered many helpful suggestions. The 
face elevation. The term "irradianceW as used in this ' writer also gratefully acknowledges the generous con- 
report is, therefore, defined a s  t h e  energy recorded on I tributions to  this study by the following personnel of 
the film. It  includes the reflected solar energy. modified the U - S  Geolo&dcal Survey: R M. Myrick furnished 
by the atmosphere, and stray light that reaches the ' data for the Cibecue Ridge area and aided greatly in 
film, exposes the film, and is  processed as the energy ) the Computer a n . 1 ~ ~ ;  M. Turner famished the d o  
recorded on the film. A more general definition of the 1 scriptions of the vegetation and made many helpful 
term is given in the section "Glossary." 1 suggestions during the study; D. R. Dawdy aided in the 
The author feels that the nature of the data in  this 1 statistical analyses; and L. B. Leopold made many 
report is such that if presented a s  "radiance" the render 1 helpful suggestions for the improvement of the paper. 
might try to compare the results in  this paper directly R. C. Culler conceived, initiated, and guldcd the study. 
6 t h  other data which are  actual "radiance," and this This study would not have been possible without the 
would yield spurious relationships. data from the aerial photographic missions flown by 
the U.S. Geological Survey and the National Aeronau- 
MCATIOS AND EXTENT OF THE STUDY A R U S  tics and Space Administration. The Survev missions 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Data from 36 color-infrared photographic missions 
flown by the U.S. Geological Survey over the Gila 
vided into two reaches-1 and 2; reach 2 was further 1 River Phreatophyte Project area were analyzed for this 
divided into two subwachcs--2;1 nnd I b  (fig. 1). The I study. In :iddition, data from two NASA (National 
pliotographic- and hydrolofic-1ncasi11-clmcnt sites in / Aeronautics nnd Spnce Administration) pl1otogr:lphic 
the reaches of the Gila River Phrcntopllyte Project area I missions Hown over the area tv\.ore analyzed. The U.S. 
CALCULATION OY E\'APO'~HANSPIRATION llSlN(; COI.OI{-INFItAREI~ MIOTOPOC1HAPHY 
EXPLANATION 
BounLiy of study oica f c ~ c  rcacl~rs 
0 
Lorat lu l l  of stully area 
Gila River Phroetophyt. 
Project and adiscent are- 
(Orid units in ares) 
0 1 ? 3 4 6 M l L E S  
-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B K I L O M E T E A S  
FIGURE I.-Mnp of study area. 
I 142). Cultiv:ttrd crops. sucl~ as till1 whrnt grass and 
VEGETATION I grain sorghum. are  grown adjacent to thc projcct arrn. 
In !967 the Giln River flood plain was cover~d by a i A sniall conirnunity of the ibvrrgrccn spc.cics of 
dense growth of phrentophytrs-mainly silltccdiir sitltcrdar Cl"l'tnnrix ophyllo) is 1oaitc.d in an atlj:irrltt 
(Tnmarir portnt~dra). The vegetation in reach 1 was arra  to rcitch 1 of tltc projcct nrcB:i. An extrnsivc dc- 
clcnred before April 1967 ns pnrt of the comprehensive scription of the veprtation of this itrc-i~ was prepared by 
1 Turncr t 1973). 
March 22. 1968; hourly missions from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 1 plan a s  outlined by Culler and others (1970, p. 3). Veg- 
p.m. were flown a t  a n  altitude of 3,600 ft (1,100 m) on etation clearing in reach 2a was started in January 
May 31, 1968. The NASA nlissions were flown a t  an 1 1969 and completed in December 1969. and clearing in 
- - -- - -. - - I The main types of ~ ~ g c t a t i o n  i dijienous to the 0th.. u*. e,f urn. prahlwt. ~n tho. w p m  u I" ~d..nl~ltrsl~.,a ~ ,n ly  md do* r MI m p l y  
mdrn.mm~ hr Ihr I , *  lnvIa*uoa.l k r r * ~ "  1 Cibecuc Ridge area are  juniper i,luncprru\ oslror. 
altitude of 60,000 R (18,000 m )  on September 30,1069, 
and September 11. 1970. 
From July 21 to September 28. 1971, six missions 
were flown over the Cihecue Ridge area by the U.S. 
Geolob.ica1 Survey. The missions were flown a t  al- 
titudes of 1.500 and 4,000 R (460 and 1,200 m). An 
analysis of the data obtained during these flights is 
included in this report. 
Kodek Ektachrorne Infrared Aero Film 8443'was I 
used in 1967-69; after 1969. Kodak Aerochronlr In- 
f r a ~  ed Film 2443 v.as used. 
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reach 2b was started in November 1970 and completed 
in March 1971. 
The terraces ndjacent to the flood plain support small 
open forests of mesquite tPronol)is jrrli/loru~ and pliint 
conirnunitirs of xerophytes. such as creosote bush 
tLarrva tridtvttnta), whitethorn tAracin ronstrirta), and 
various cacti. Interspersctl within thest* plant corn- 
munitics arc s~na l l  ephenirral plitnts that grow in re- 
sponse to winter and suninicr rains; the spccicls that 
rrsptrnd to winter rains arth dirkrent than the species 
that respond Lo summer riiirts tShrrve, 196,l. p. 127- 
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pernto), pinyon pine (Pinus edulisb, ponderow pine 
(Pinus ponderno), and native grassc.3. In 1987. bne 
watershed was cleared of native t m s  t~nd seeded with 
natural and exotic grasses. 
COUIR-INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY AS A 
TOOL FOR VEGETATION ANALYSIS 
the sensitivities of the three dye layers in wavelengths 
of less than 0.50 pm, a yellow Wratten 12 or 16 filter is 
used (fig. 2). After film processing, the combination of 
the three dye layers exposed to their aensitivity ranges 
yields false colors-near-infrared radiance generally 
appears red, red may appear green, and green may 
appear blue-in the multilayered film (fig. 3). The term 
8 - -  
An ecmnomic method of obtaining frequent descrip "false color photography" originates fr& this "incor- 
rect to the eye" rendition. 
tions of ground-surface conditions and changes, par- Figure the curves 
ticularly that of vegetation, is  necded for watershed 
management and hydrolo~c especially in for color-infrawd photography. A knowledge of the re- 
large amas. Traditionally, black and white and color 1 latiopship between optical density and log exposun is 
aerial have been used to inventory vege- essential for any quantitative photomaphie analysis. 
tation, but recent studies show thnt color-infrared pho- Analytic optical density, which is shown ns the scale on 
the ordinate of figure 4, is defined as the optical density tbgraphy generally is superior for species identifica- I . 
tion, plant-vigor measurements. and vegetation map- w~thin the individual dye layer of a mult.idye layer 
ping (Hunter and Bird, 1970, table 1). 1 Rlm. The two parameters, optical density (OD) and expo- 
COLOR-INFRARED RLM / sure (E, a; defined below: 
WAVELENGTH. IN MICROMETERS 
FIC;~.RL 2.-Sprtml unsdlvtty vrnur wavelength lor the thrw dye loyen olculor-117rrured film. 
The advantage of color-infrared film for vegetation 
analysis is due to the high reflectivity of active vegeta- 
tion in the 0.70-0.90 pm (micrometer) near-infrared 
OD = -log (T) (1 1 
E (I) (i) (2) 
where 
wavelength range. The tripack color infrared film has I ' tmn~mittance, 
three dye layers, cyan, mugenta, and yellow. that ' I " illumination, and 
mainly are sensitive to near-infrared (0.10-0.90 pm), / = time. 
red (0.60-0.70 pm), and green (0.50-0.60 pm) Any characteristic curve such RS figure 4 has three 
wavelength bands, respectively. In order to eliminate 1 basic parts: the shoulder, the linear portion, and the 
CAIEIJ1,ATION OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION USING COLOR-INFRAREI, PHOTOORAPHY 
RESULTING VISUAL COLORS ON COLOR INFRARED 
FILM. IN MlCROMETFR8 
Blue 
O.:O O.\O , 0.kO 1 0.70 I 
PRINCIPLE SENSITIViTV OF DVES BLEACHED 
FILM LAVER BY EXPOSURE 
0 6-0.7 Magenta 
SOURCE OF RADIANCE. IN MICROMETERS 
I slue 1 o reen I ~ e d  I Near InfnrrJ I 
0.40 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.80 
- 
Sansltlvity ran@ of co1or.infrrr.d 
film with yellow fllter 
Spectral renge of Spu t ra l  rango of 
low plant pigment hiph plant mnophyll 
roflutence reflectance 
FIGURE 3.--Color form:~t~on on color-infrared Rln~ and its relntion to plant reflrrtnnce. 
toe. The shoulder is thc part where increasing exposure the refractive index when the radlance that entcrs the 
produces an i~~crr icb ing rate of density change, on th r  1 inner part o f  the leaf is refracted and reflected at  the 
straight-line part the rate ofchange ot'density w i th  log intcrfacc between the water fi lni covering the 
exposure is constant, and on the toe the rate is decrease 1 mcsophyll cell wal l  nnd the adjacent air  cavity t Knip- 
ing. I t  must be noted that figure 4 is for a positive film; ' ling. 1969, p. 19). I n  the red-color (0.60-0.70 tr~rn) scns- 
the chnractcristic curves would be reversed for n nega- ing range o f  the magenta dye layer. individual leaf 
tive film. / rcflertat~c.c i s  very low-about 10 prcent-Lrcaur  the 
I.EAF AND CANOPY REFLECTANCE / amount of absorption by leaf pigmen'ts (gcncrnlly 
Wlien radiation comes i n  contact wi th  a letsf or a i chlorophylla~ is high. Leaf rtnflc-ctancc is these two 
plant canopy, the energy either is reflrcted, absorbed, 1 bantlv i s  infiuc*nccd by two d is t i~ lc t  plnnt crystctns, onc 
or transmitted (fig. 5,.  111 thc near-infrared spectrnl ; ~nvo lv ing  pig~rlent cheniistry, the other mc.ubl111yll 
(0.70-0.90 pnib-wrnsir~g rirngc o f  the cpirn dye layer, 1 anatomy. ISoth o f  thew systems nrc indicators of the 
individual Icnf rcf l i~ct i~nce IS relatively h igh-4s great volume o f  fo l~:~gc and can he rc-niotrly sensed by color. 
I .  
an 50 percent: this rcliatively high reflcctnrice o f  nenr- lnfrirrcd pho to~r~rphy .  
infrared radiatron occurs bcrausr of thc difference i n  / The l i pec t r~ l  r~~f lcctance o f  a typical vegetation 
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FIGURE 4 -Anulyt~e u p t ~ c - ~  drnnity vcrrus log o r p u r e  for three dye l a y e n  of 
color.inRured film. 
canopy is consider;ibly different from that of an indi- 
viduul leaf, bcrnuse of anglilar relationships, ,hadow i. 
and hackgnjund surfaces. The visible and near- 
infrared rcflrrtnnces ofthe total canopy are of the order 
of 5 and 35 pcrcent of incidcnt radia'if~n, rcspcctively. 
The disproportionate rcduution of s ctral rnnges for 
a n  individ~r:il Itsnf versus a cilnopy, whirh rnhcnces the 
near-infrared radiance rilrige. is d ~ c  tu greater reflec- 
tion of ntanr-infrared illuminance by ~nultiplc leaf 
layers withill Ore canopy tKniplrng, 1970, p. 1571. 
The dilTc~rc-nce 1wtwer.n the spectral r~llc;tances of 
thew ttwn r:~cliance riingcs is  comlwnsated somewhat 
by tlie dccrc:\scd incidcnt solar energy in the neur in- 
fr:ircd versus the reti. Thc cncrgy received at  the mrth 
surface in the nvar-infrilrcd irradiance riingc is :ip- 
proximiitcly 0.1 Iiinglcy per minub, which in iibo~rt 75 
percent of tliiit received in thc red rcgion I Rwfsnyder 
and 1,111I. 1965. fig. 12). 
VIS~AI .  ANALYSIS 
Visual color-infrared photographic interpretation is 
useful for the identification of the shape and color of 
ohjccte and is  of value for studies of a reconnaissance 
nnture. The interpretation of subtle tcmpornl cllangea, 
however, requires n rigorous clasrification of color. In 
such B cl~tssificntion, tlie amount of ~pectral irrndiance 
nbsorhcd by individui~l dye layers of the film may be 
mc:rsured and then related to the total irradiance, 
senzcd by tlie film, which gives a srqt of pnrrimctcrs of 
relative irradiance thnt may k functionally rcleted to 
plant itrtivity. I. ipurc 6 shows two colcr-infrared aerie1 
photogr:~plis taken over thc Gila River Rood plain a t  
timer of gcncrnl vegetation dorniancy (fig. 64) and of 
vigorous plant activity (fig. 60). Photogri~pll A is vieu- 
ally interpreted a s  showing lcaflc~s alkcdiir and me* 
quite and some spring gravs on the south-facing tcr- 
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hcrur 6 V~,gv!:b!~nn In l l ir  Gtln I ~ I \ v :  fl~d pl~.n. .4 .T. '  tivral dr+rmanr)./f. Vrrt~rour plant gn~wth 
0.1. hMn 8Cod.k (19701. 
WAVELENGTH. I N  MICROMETERS 
Fffivrc i.-Tc~rumcttanrr k c n u  wuvcl-nkth for rhc densttanwtc-r tilvn uwd In fil~n anulvs~s 
pirical approach, ahich muld bc used to monitor the I R = integral optical density-red color, 
pound-scene changes and would allow the ncressary ' C = integral optical dcnsity-green color. 
corrections It was decided to view each dye layer of the R = integral opttcrl dt-naity-blue color. 
film as  a radiometer, which was scnsi:ive to a particu- C = analytic optical density-cyan dye layer, 
iar wavelength range, and then to relate the irradinnce M = analytic optical density--magenta dye layer. 
screc?nn.scd in each dye luyer to the sum of the ir- and 
radiance s c n . 4  by the threc layers (fig. 3,. This prwe- ' Y =- analjtic optical density-yellow dye layer. 
durc al lor td the film to In, utiltzed as a relative 
rad~omrtcr. The analytic transmittances for each dye layw were 
Using such an aypro.ich rc-quirt4 rloavc-rting thc in- thrn tlicidcd by the srltn of thc dye layrr transmit- 
tegral optir.11 drnsity. K. G. and R of the lilnl to the ' tanrc5. thus achieving a set of parameters of relative 
analytic optic:cl density of c;tth dyc. layer of the film. ' i r rad~; l~~cc  whtc-h n~uld  br u 4  ! - rnoni t~~r thc vrgrta- 
T h ~ s  t r r h n t q u ~  is explainc.d in thC section "An;rlytic tivr and hydrologic var~;~blcs. ?'hv threr cqu..:;nns for 
Optical Lknrity": thcsc analytic npticll dcn.ittcs C .  .\I, convcrttng to rrlatcve ~rradiancr are  s h o ~ l l  ht'lnw: 
and Y. rcspc t iv~ly .  wcrr then convcrttzi to analytic fi = rclat:vc near-infr;trcd irradiancc. in pcrcc.nt=- trasmitti~nce tC ..,. M,,. Y,,,) for eicch dye layer. [C', l C , , , + . ~ f , , , + \ ' , , , ~ l ~  100. (4 )  
1';- 10 '0" 13) = rel:~tivc red irradi;tncc. in ~n.rcent= 
\\'here [.\l,, I(',,, T Af,,, + Y,,! x 100, 15, 
010 OILA RIVER PHREATOPH\TE FWEm 
b = relative green irradiance. in  percent= 1 micro.scop. which had teen fitted with an appropriate 
[Y,: (C, +AIM t Y, b] x 100. (ti, I reticle. and were used to measure plant-emwn cover- 
: age t Culler and others. 1%2: Turner. 1971 ). Tentative Thus, by definition 
R +G cB = 100 pmt. boundaries defining amas cf homogeneous vegetation "' ' were first drawn on the phot. graphs. A field check was Two characteristicsof these tric).mmatie parfirnetem i then made to cmnfirm these 
ound;lrics and drtermine (Wright. lN9. p. $3) are  of particular imp) unce to , the c!ominant species within each a r e a  Finally. the 
t k  : r sea~her .  R and E; are gemrally inveW1!- pro- y,,Ltomphs wrre examind unllcr magnification. The portiond and linearly rclakd. berause the 
' sgu=es on the H,hen \,iewPd thmugh the micm f~llowing effec%s. 
; srope. were considered to be plots projected onto the 
1. The spurious correlation due :o the ' ~ i o d  svs- I photographs. plant coverage within each plot was es- 
tt?m'(Chayes. 1971) ink-rmlationship between the var- timzted according to a size-class system. Averaged iables 3s shown in cquatlon 7. For cxample. an in- , data. taken of e&ch provided 
c r e w  in ft dictates fin dea-~a*  in the sum 6 +&. 
numerical \.slues of pem?ntage of cm*n coverage. This e f f m  is discussed in the  section "Statistical 
of the pho to~mmet r i c  method with one Analysis of Variables." 
of the standard field measures of crown coverage was 
2. The high reflectanr- in the near inf. wed and high j made (T,,,.,,~~, 19i3), and agrerment between the 
absorption in the red by active vegetation as shown in methods close. 
figure 5. I 3. The radiance from vegetation m i n g  the yellow : 
~DENTIFICAT~ON AND ME,\SUREM~T OF 
dye layer (0.50-0.60 r m )  is not s ignikant ly related to  j VEGETATION PARAMETERS 
plant vigor. i 
Ideally. photographic skp tablets and swtral Jen- Conventional hydrologic instrumentation is usually 
sitivity curves should be generated for each roll of film ' limited to p i n t  samples. but photographic remote 
to calibrate precisely the e n e r a  -ivcd by the film sensing offers a method of obtaining a record of both 
and to compmmte for p-es5ing and abvng effectq. the s w t ~ a l  and temporal variability of many vegeta- 
This was not done because of the limitations of the , tive paramt.ters. 
study, have been disruss&. The actual . Definitive radiometric identification of gross earth- 
arcs by the 3-millimcter a p e r a t u ~  on the surface characteristics. such a s  bare ground. water. 
8.500-foot (2,600-rn\ photography is 0.50 acre (0.20 ha) and vegchtion type by ~ h o t o g r a ~ h i c  remote sfnsini& is 
per plot. This was a 14 percent area sample and was ~ m r c 9 u i s i k  to the quant ibt ive monitoring of many 
cons ided  reprcsentati\.e owing to the large mmpling hydrologic variables. Figure S illustrates the relative 
populat-ions. ' irradiance characteristics (4, 6. and 8 )  of eight 
&nsitometric d3t3 which were not On the linear ' ground-.scene conditions viewed with color-infrared 
p r t s  of the characteristic C U W ~  r e r e  rnjdd. The , photography. Automatic computer identification of 
dificulty of handling data fmm illc toe o r  of a earth-surface characteristics based on the spectral ir- 
characteristic curve is obkious from figure 4. radiance appears possible and should be a productive 
re.search field, particularly with the advent of satellite 
IIY D R O ~ I C  DATA COLLECTIOX / imagery. 
Hydmlogic data $ampling on the Gila River Phre- I E V I M l T R A N S P 1 R A T I O N  
stnphyte ~roj-c.* Ivns done using the plot system The feasibility of estinlating evapotranbpiration by 
already descrrhed. 'The hydrolok4c variables were nion- 
' photographic remote sensing has hc-c~n studied by the itort-d by s network of ground-1vatc.r observation wells, ' per.sonnel of the C ~ l a  River Phrci~tophyte Project for 
soil-moisture access tubes, rain gages. and river and , 1 several years. -4 prinlary objcctivc of this project is the t r ib~rt i~ry gaging stations. The sa~npling t t~hniqucs  , 
study and mea-urcment of c\.apotr:inspiri~tion. 
and methods of evaluation have k n  discussed by 1 Evapc~transp~r.~tit~n s watcr wit hdrawc from a land Ilanson, Kipple. and Culler (1972, p. 315). 
::tea by vvapr~ri~tion from water ~urfaccs. from moist 
; soil. and hy plnnt transpir:~tion tl,;~nghein and Iscri. 
VFCETA tlON DATA COLLECTION 1960, p. 9). The vnporiz:ction process has three hnsic 
The plant type and spatial distrihutinn of vegt.tation rcBqu~renlcnts: ( 1 ) hcirt for tlic phase change from liquid 
on the project arc:1 was described by a cumbinat~on nf to vapor; (2,  ~~n.s . l t~~ra tcd  ir to remove the vapor; and 
phrbtographic recunnni$ss;~nce and field checking. 131 liquid water av;l~lable at  an air-w;atvr inkrface. 
Uii~rlc and white ilcrial photographs wit11 a scale of Any d t b . r  tlctors control the r a t  of vrporiza- 
1:7,200 nclre vietvrd through a dis-wcting binocular I llon. and the qu ; l~ l t~ ty  of water v:~poriaed can be Inens- 
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ration irnd climatic ctinciitiuna as dewrihrd by Vrih- , s u m 4  tlii~t he f ~ ~ c t o r f  dcwrihes the thrrmal and virpor 
meper (1964. table 1 1 - 2 ~  n~nveyance r q ~ r ~ r t ~ ~ n t - ~ l t s  of evapotranspiration. 
Re~rrotr srnsing in the form of color-infrnrcuf photog- 'I'lle :~ssu~iiption that the rclirtivc near-infrared ir. 
nrphp hils bccn applitrl to the  witlely 1 1 ~ ~ 4  rcluation r;idi;lnce c;ln usmi ;IS a nieosure of the Rlanry. 
dcvrlopcvi by Rlancy ; ~ n d  Criddle 119(?,'). Studies by C'r~ddle k for drtt .r~nin~ng ~vapotranspiration wirs 
C'r~llT and Thumpson (1967. p. 22, intlrci~tc thirt this t t ~ t c d  t)n two large rc.:rchcs of the Gila R~ver  
cqu~t ion  is the most reliable for cstim;~ting potentiirl Plirri~tophj te  t'rojcrt iire;l using the photographic data 
rvnp)tr;rnrpir:rtion in i~rrd and huhlium~ti cli~natcs for 196s The two tcsst sites were rz;rch 1. which is a 
yield~ng viari:lhilrtp rirnging from -4.1 to percent 1.732-acre (701-ha) arva cle:rrrd of phreatophytes but 
of adJustrd evaporation data from \\'r;rther Bureau partially co\rrrd by grilssps. and reach 2, a P:~~~-RcI-Q 
Class A pans. The equation is (918-ha) area covered lry phrt.;rtophytcs. The evnpo- 
tr.~nspir:~lion \\.;IS computed as  a rcsiclual in the water 
u =kf, . tSi hudget. Median monthly v3lues of evapotranspiration 
uthvre wrrc calcul.~tcd for rc:icli 1 nRer clei~ring nnd for reilch 
u - calcul;rtc.d monthly evapotr:lnspiration. in 2 prior to clr.aring (Ilnnson ;tnd others. 1972, figure 5). 
inches. denved from the Blnncy-Criddlc These nicdian ~iitrntlil~ vi l lu~s were then comp~red to 
equation; calculatcul e\,:rpotranspiration b a s 4  on relat~ve near- 
k = empirical consumptive-use cnefficient. which infrared irradiilncr of 13 scp:irnte photographic flights 
can be detincd for 3 vegrtati\,e nrca by re- crf both reach 1 and '1 of the p r ~ , ~ e r t  are;l during 196~'.  
mote sensing ( the coefficient is ticpendent on The mean deviation between the evapotranspir:rtion 
the spc~ies. composition. and quantity o f ,  computed from the watrr budget :mi the rcllculation 
vtxetntion ;I< \\.ell a s  the bnckgroun~l signn- drrivcd from the photogr;~phy was 32 pt-rccnt. Figure 9 
lure which may he wil or mater). and shows the c~v;~potr;tnspiration v:llut~s derived by both 
~ncth(uls for hoth rcnrll 1 and 3: n1.w slrown is the per- 
/ = mnsumptive-use factor. defined a s  x-E- rent deviation of the spectral calrul:~tion from the 100 ' evnpotranspiriltion cnn~puted from tho water b u d c ~ t .  
summ,,d for the llumhrr of Ilr,,nths of anal- 'rlw cqilatinn ust*cl tn calrulirte rvitpotranxpiration 
vsis. in which h.v relative near-infrared irradiance for both rcilclles 1 
= of dnpti,,,e hours and 2 is In a fort11 co~np.~rnble to the ISlaney-Cricidle 
and eq~~;\ t ion (Pi. II = k f .  l'lic gcncral reniote sensing form is 
t = mean motlthly tcmper.~ture, in drgrecs sl'O\vn 
Fnhrc?nhcit. K-'f- VI!? ~lv-tfi]. ('3, 
In nlc~tric units. 
where 
/ E'T := rvnpotr:lnhpirnt~on. c;ilcr~l;jted by relative 45'7f-e813-) =monthly c~~nstlmpt ive , u - k p ( - -  - 
I ~lc.nr-inti+.rrcd irrirdiance, 
I f&\ 7 ().:I; t S.:?; [ \ .~ fZi  100)' nr.4s (this term is con- 
IISP. in nrilliriictt~rs and 1 s~dercd to he cc~u~vitIt.nt to k R)r this tt*st 
t mr;ln monthly tcnlperalu~e, in drgrcrs ccnti- ! site). grade. ?I = numlrcr 11f sir~ri~dcs. 
. - 
Thc Ir valur is irssc~med to rrprcsrnt a gross n ~ c ~ i ~ s u r c  of , R - rclnt~vcb nc;ir.infrared ~rr:~tli:~nce, :and 
10" the air-\v:~trr ~ntc~rfirce. It tht-rcfore r ~ p r r s * ~ ~ t r  the spa- 1 fin = 11 - -- ) 
tinlly \:~ri:~blt. fiirtor dtsfincd hg the ~11r61cc. ontlrt ions. 1 , , " 1 :! 
including hot,tnicnl pnram,,tt,r.; l:ltl,,ll 1 1 1 ~  k tt>rni dl.vt.l~ped by clptimi?:ttic~n procrdrlrc* 
type ;lnd ;~c-ri,rl eutvi-t. pl;~nt drn:.ity. .in11 ~ ~ l ~ > s i o l a ~ g ~ c  I I S I ~ ! :  llic uittcr-l~r~(l::rt d.~t;t : ~ n d  the rrnlnte scnsinl: 
co l l l~ i l ,ons ,  par tlIc l,l,rl,,,scx of qt,l,ly, 1; \v:ls (1.11:1 For ctlll\c.lllrnc.t-. t.ql~i~ttt)ti 9 II;IP IrCt-n t~xpiind~d 
finrd in t\to wnvr. Tho vt.cct;~tion desc.rt~tio~i of the , """ I s  "'""v' 
pr~!ja>ct nrrii \\.:is ust.11 11) clt%finc :I k \vl~ich \\.:is ust-d in , ,># ,  I , , , ~ , . . ~ ~  I ,  , ,, ,, v., 11 I , ~ ~  o , , "  ,I,,,,,.~ I ~ w . . ~ , , ,  , ,.I I.'.,,- J I I , . .  I , ,  
the \viItrr-budgt,t colnl,lltiltions of ,,\.; lp,,tI.~rnsplr:ltlon. ' ".lmutm.v l ~ ~ ~ ~ ! l 8 ~  \ I n  k ! 'h-. nnfl81cu.!." "w'' 1 > 1 , ,  ,,., *,,I,\ It,, \ ' ,$  I I q,. 0, 1 8 1  I,, ,a. , l l , . ~ , < l l ,  , I, .., ,.C,$,V,"K ," ll"\l '!# 
i111tl ,I srcond k w;rs tic.tint~tl I B ~  rel~lote r;c.rinlng w1iic.h - I , , I ,  ,I,,,,I,,,,.~ II ,,-. t, .t , , ,8 > < , , I .  . . 8 m ,  ,.$ $1". L , , , , , , , t  i t * .  \,,.,,-I :* I,-.- 
\vils ,,,,,, ntirlll rc ,~ , , t lve  nr;lr.lnfr:lrctf Il.r;lt~lilne,,, 1 I . t . , , v  b t . lv  Am.m ! ~ I I . ,  ,I. $ 1  - 8  r 1 . 1 . .  ! ,n>.1q 1 ~ t n  .% ' . t . l .  ..t%~!-.d I l l t l  3 1  II ,,*, 
t *  8 ,  1s  : lint- - $ t w  ,n It?* c p  ,,,-?.I 41 ,  ,r,. , d,l, ,I#. , >  v-d ,I,, t,. ,r ! m a 8  w,d n l t ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  I * , ,  $ ,  
\ ' : I~I I I~S oil) ;Ire t;~hul:ita.(l III  l4l.rnt-v i ~ n d  ('r~d(llr I l!)ti:!t. ,,, h.,,,,.,,?. 1~,, K ,,,,.i , , , , I I .  ,,,#,, ~II. I ,  , , < I  11 ib. ,,,-. * , I  shs.- I - , ,  
CAICULATION OF EVAI'OTRI\NSPIHATION USING COLOR-INFRAREI) PHOTOGRAPHY 013 
FIOUW. 9.-Remote sensing and water-budget value8 of evapotranspiration Venus time. Gila River Phreatophyte Project area. 
= (0.37 +8 .25 [~  ( f i / l 0 0 ) ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ~ } [ ~ f ~ ( 1 0 ~ ~ l 2 , ~ . r  1 0  : thew ~ p l a c e m e n t  grasses is p m b b l y  disproportion- 
ately higher than phreatophytes for a given amount of 
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Several items will be noted by scrutiny of figure 9. ' water use because they a r e  short, yet dense, and reflect 
1. The evapotranspiration calculated spectrally is greatly in the near infrared. Therefore, evapotranspi- 
consistently high for reach 1 and consistently low for I ration calculated by qelative near-infrared irradiance 
rcath 2. To be a n  effective tool over large areas of land- 
scape, the remote sensinl; estimate of evapotranspira- 
tion should be independent of any knowledge of around 
condition. and for this reason the same spectral equa- 
on reach 1 is assumed too high. This would also account 
for the underestimation of evnpotranspirntion on reach 
2 because of the same equation being used simultane- 
ously for both sets of data. 
tion (equation 10) was used for both the phrcatophyte- ' 3. Figure 9 indicates tha t  the  relation between k and 
mvend  reach 2 and reach 1, which was cleared. 1 relative near-infrared irradiance is closer for dense 
2. The nature of the different covers in the two ' vegetation than for sparse cover. The evapotranspira- I reaches shown in figure 9 must also bc considered to tion cralculnted hy irradiance has a closer correlation on 
gain a n  understanding of the departure noted in item the plircatophyte-covered reach 2  (25 percent versus 39 
1. Reach 1 was cleared of phreatophytes prior to  the percent). This assumption is also shown in later 
1968 p h o t o ~ ~ a p t ~ i c  flights, and the bare areas produced / examples. 
by the clearing have been reoccupied to varying de- 4. An error source, which should be considered in 
grees by perennial and ephcnleral hcrbam~un plants / analyzing f i p r c  9. is the  inherent deviation of the 
(Culler and others. 1972,. The primary source of water 1 evapotranspiration derived from the water budget. 
for this replacement vegetation is from cihallow soil I These mcdian evapotranspiration vaIues have a devia- 
moisture. The water availability for these plants is ; tion of as  much as 40 percent (Hanson and othcrs, 
considerably less than for the phreatophytes on reach 1972, p. 326). This fact may also explain a portion of 
2, wbich predominately obtain their water from the 1 the deviation between t h e  water-budget evnpotranspi- 
water table. The relcrtlvc near-infrared irradiance of I ration and thc renmte sensing approach. 
014  GILA RIVER lBHREATOPIlYTE PROJECT 
CALCULATED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. I N  MILLIMETERS PER 30 DAYS 
0 SO 1 00 150 
The data represented in figure 9 may also be viewed I spiration for both reach 1 (fig. 10B) and reilch 2  fig. 
EXPLANATION 
as two discrete tests for evalunting evapotranspiration; 
this isdone in figure 10. Figure 10 shows the functional 
relationships for remote sensing versus wa'er-budget 
calculations (derived from equation 10) of avapotran- 
ET 
Com0ur.d m d m n  monthly evapotrsn.plm10n: 
Computed uwng water budget methods 
Cr 
Calculated evapotranr(laratl0n. 
Calculated ustng r~lsr,vs near infrared I f ra-  
elonce Calculated values are t rom 13 phmo 
graphic morslons flown an 1968 
10.4 ). The regression equations and meficients of cur. 
relation are given below: 
ET, = 0 6 4  e ) + 2 0 . 5 ;  (11) 
SY x 
Slandsrd error of esttmates 
0 2 s 
CALCULATED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. I N  INCHES PER 30 DAYS 
A Reach 2.2268 acres I917 hecufer). before clearing phrea toohy t~ .  
CALCULATED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. I N  MILLIMETERS PER 30 DAYS 
0 150 
b r ,- G4 ,F% . 20 5 
r - 0 8 8  
.F?. z . 24 7 3  
CALCULATED EVAPOTRANSYIR4TION. I N  INCIfES PER 30 DAYS 
It R e a ~ h  1.1732 acres (701 hrsrarvsl. after clsnrbng phrea10phyt~ 
FIGURE In .-Rcgrcsrton rcl.111o11s Ir.lut*en rpmo l r  nrnslng . ~ n d  w a t r r  budge: v\..~lucr o f  c \~potransytrat ton,  G11d River i 'hrcalnphyto 
Pn>jer%. 
the eocflicient of correlation for this equation is 0.88; 
and 
the coefficient of correlation for the equation i s  0.86; 
where 
ET, = evapotranspiration, reach 1, calculatcd a s  a 
residual hy the ratrr- l~ndget  nlcthod and 
ET, = evapotranspiration, reach 2, calculated us a 
residual by the water-budget mcthod. 
Figure 10 is a refinement of the data presented ill 
figure 9. and although figure 10 sl~ould he viewed with 
caution (for the rramns presented in the discussion of 
fig. 9), the corrclntion within each reach is good, and 
more research of this typc would appear justified. 
Hanson, Kipple, and Culler (1972) described a n  
analysis in which the measured evapotranspiration for 
each month of record on each reach of the Cila River 
Phreatophyte Project is related to foliar cover for thc 
respective reach by solving the following translbrmn- 
tion of equation 8: 
bare soil on culor-infrared film is dark groen; thus. t h e  
dominant irradinnce is in the green and red (fig. 3). The 
interpretation of this condition will q u i r e  nlultibnnd 
analysis, which is  not possible with the available phn- 
tugraphy. Most logically the comparison should be be- 
tween near-infrared irradinncc and that component of 
cvapotranspiration directly relnted to plant volume- 
that is. tranepirution. Becrrse evapotranspiration in- 
cludes both transpiration froin plants and evnporntion 
from the soil, trn~rspirution can be calculated by sub- 
tracting evsporalion from total cvapotranspiration. A 
comparison has been made, although direct soil- 
evaporation data are not presently available for the  
Gila River sitc*. Data for this area can be estimated by 
using publidird values from evapotranspirometers o p  
crated near Yuma, Ariz. (McDonald and Hughes. 1968, 
table 6). 
In order to define the relationship between transpi- 
ration (?') and k, i t  was necessary to subtract the evap- 
oration a) calculated for the Yuma site from the  
evapotranspiratiun computed from the water budget on 
the Gila River: 
i 
where subscripts i, &, and 4 represent the reach, 1 A consumptive-use coefficient 0') independent of 
month, and year, respectively. The months of available ' evaporation may then be defined by modification of 
evapotranspiration data were used to compute the i qua t ion  8: 
monthly k coefficients for vari0c.s values of foliar cover , 
seasonally as  shown on figure 11. T k' .;- f a  (15) The foregoing discussion has bccn directed toward 1 
a n  analysis of evapotranspiration hsed  on the varia- , Figure 12 shows the relationship between k' and I bility of near-infrared irradiance. The image of wet : relative near-infrared irradiance for the Cila River 
- 200 
z 
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- too =" 
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Ftocinn 11 -Monthly connumpt~ve-uw cuetlicicnt* fur awan of tnd~rs!rd p m n t  otfultsr cover 
or phnalnphytcs. and ovrrugv monthty con~umptivc-unv fucbr. 
GILA RIVER PHREATOPHYTE PROJECT 
EXPLANATION 
Relationship b a k n  k '  and data for un. 
cleared subreach l2b) 
--- 
Relation between L' and P O ) . ~  d d a  
for cleared (201 and uncleared 12bl 
sub~eachw 
Data from enapy budget station reprernt. 
- Inp wpn~al lv  danu vmtateon. in in. 
eluded an both r.gress8on analym 
0 
Subrrach 20 1clear.d 01 phreamphytes) 
A 
Subreach 2 b (uncleared of phrwmphytesl 
Energy budget station 
k 
Relativa near infrared irradlsnca 
k ' 
- Monthly consumpliueuu coeff~ciant 
r 
Coetfocient of correlation 
SY* 
Standard errOI of ostlrnates 
2 
Subscript. reach 2 
RELATIVE NEAR- INFRARED IRRADIANCE, I N  PERCENT 20 
Subscr~pt. subraech 20 
FICVRB 12.-htonthly ronaumptive-usc coefficient versus re la t~ve  near-~nlrared irradiance. 
Phreatophyte Project. The equations shown on figure the relation between k' and irradiance is closer for 
12 are shown below: I dense vegetation than for sparse wver. 
k;, 0.046(k)-1.35 
' It must be emphasized that the statisticnl signifi- 
(I6) i cance of equations 16 and 17 are not great because of 
(the coeficient of correlation is 0.80, and the standard ' the small number of data points. This illttstrntion is 
error is  0.33) and ! not meant to show the precise relationship bctween kt 
k', = 0.04l(k)-1.14 ' and k ,  but rather to show the development of a n  ap- (I7' 1 proach to .*vaIuati~g evapotranspiration. 
(the coellicicnt of correlation is 0.77. and the standard 1 A different appro:ich to correlating spectral signa- 
error is 0.32) / tun! to evapotranspiration was macle using a Blaney- 
where ; Criddle consumptive-use curve modified from Erie. 
k',. = monthly empirical consumptive-use coeffi- I French, and Hairis (1965. fig. 10). The consumptive- use factors (/I were evaluated for the project ares. The cient (indcpendcnt of soil evsporation, for tests wcre performed using a grain snrghum crop ndja- subreach 2a; , cent to the Gila River Phrcatophyte Project during its k; = monthly empirical consumptive-use cocffi- 1 growing season. The regression equation describing 
cicnt (indepe~~dent of soil evaporation) of 
all of rcnch 2: and , the relationship between consumptive use and I? is 
fj - relative ncar-infrared irradiance. 1 u - 0.0075 (A)-0.29 (18) 
The data (k' versus A )  for subreaches 2b (cleared of 1 (the corficient cfcorvl~lation is 0.84. and the 
phrcatophytcs with a partial cover of annltnl vrgeta- is 0.09,. 
tion) i1ncl2a (phreatophytcs untlisturbed) and one diita I A rrfillcment using a ,,ammc.ter was 
point computrd from ;in energy-budget station located I the sorghum cr,,p photography ,figs. 13, 14). 
on the project fire plotted on figtire 12. E(lkl;~tion 16 is 'rhc spl.ctral slgnaturcs was mocilfiebd by the eqlletion 
based on cl:~t;~ from reach 2a and thc c~icrgy-hudget I 
sti~tion. I%lu:~tion 17 is based on d.~ta  frorn subrciiches / 1 = R . -. -/?" . - , 
2a nntl 2b and the cner~y-budgct data; this was de- 1 (19) R, -4 
velopcd to tc.1 the cffert on 111~. rc,;rcssion of the I 
where 
sp;irsc,ly vegct;~tc~l subrei~ch 'La. The standard error is / 
less for I . ~ I I : I I  ion 17 t hnn for cclu:~tion I(; bc~c.;ir~rc! of the 1 - modified relative ncilr-infrared irr;~diance. 
grclntcr nr~,nl,r.r of d2tt.i 1:3ints. Ilowevrr. the cocfficicnt 1 q = sul,script. bridge re:lding for any pliotngrc~phic 
I of corrrlati~,n is higher for rqlli~tic~n 16, ind~catirrg that 8 mission, 
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(and to a lesser extent the hue) as senscd by the film. ' 
Idedly this should be done by using a series of large 
prr~rels with precise reflecti~nce characteristics. which 
could be photogrnpl~ed and used to calibrate the spcc- 
t r d  data. 
DEPTll TO WATER-SOIL MOISTURE 
i 
i 
Vcgc-tat ion ifi tltq~cndent upon water tbr gro\vth. This i 
water lnny be obt:tined from the water table, from soil I 
ohservntion wells located in rrach 2 of the Gila River 
Phreatophytc Project. The regression equation for this 
relationship is 
W.=- 0.64 (Rb+45.4 (21) 
where 
IC'=deplh to water (table level, in feet). 
The coefficic.nt of corrdation is 0.67. The coefficient of 
corrc1:ttion ;is.wciated with cquiltion 21 is not Iiigh, but 
moisttire, or froin both of these sources. Photographic en inverse relationship hehvccn depth to water and 
remote sensing is a means of approximating a canopy I irradiance is npp.ment for depths of less then 30 R (9 m). 
measurement, but this techniq~icdoes not allow one to I The relationship brt\wen soil-moisture depletion, 
cletermine the source of the available water. i which results in plant stress, and thc restilting change 
One of the priilcipel objectives of this study was to in spectral signature is implied by figure 16, which 
determine if a photographic remote sensing tcchn~que shows the l? and C? signature curves for 1968 for the 
could be developed for mrasurii~g depth to ground wa- ! dense saltcedar growth located in grid 24-2 (see fig. 1). 
ter. This was found impractical. Figure 15 shows the 1 Below the l? culve is a plot of a quantity of water in the 
depth to water versus relative nrrr-infrared irradinnce / capillary zone (defined for this analysis as  the quantity 
for the 15-acre (&ha) vegetation areas surrounding 14 1 of w a t ~ r ,  in inches, from the water table to 3 R (0.9 m) 
R E L A T I V E  N E A R  I N F H A H t U  I R R A D I A N C E .  I N  P E R C E N T  
Data I01 June 21.  1968 
EXPLANATION 
)I' 
Deplh to *ator. an ten 
ri 
Re1.t~. near ~ n l f s r e d  ~rradlance 
r 
Co.(tle,s!>t of cOfr*lat!on 
Sp r 
Standard etlor 01 ost~male 
Ot,rsrvat8on welt 
Aslothve near ~ n l r a r d  irrwllanre was nrusurod 
In e 15-.r.re afoa around esrh wall 
Flc:vnt 15 -1)rpth lo wulr r  bcrrrrn n.l.~\~\c o r . ~ r . ~ n f r ; ~ r c d  ~rmd~.rr~cr. rcorh 2 uf the Gll : r  H I \ ~ I  171n~i1tophyte 
I h > ~ * c l  
J 
1068 
F~cusn 16.-Relnllre near-~nfrared irradinnce, rc'latiue rrd ~rrad~anre, rvaporatloti, and water in the cap~llnry wne for a dense 40-aerp 
(16-ha) rnltrcdsr rlte. 196'1 
above the water table). The effect of soil-moisture dc- The respective signature for the two sites shotv that 
pletion is very evident on both the August 13. 1966, during the suninlet months tllel? ic greater than the(: 
and August 28, 1968. flights. Another interesting fea- a t  the saltcedar site, whilc the k is generally less than 
ture offiguw 16 is that the May 3, 1968, flight was not , the a t  the mesquite site. A correlation between soil 
significantly affectcd by the April 20, 1968, frost. The : mois~ure or water hblc  is not immediately appurent 
dense saltcednr a t  this site has a mean height of 13 ft from the l? and (: signntcres. 
(4 m), whereas the frost only affccted vegetation less 
than 8 ft (2.4 m). Also shown in figure 16 is the van 1 VF.C)XATION 
evaporation (Class A. Weather ~ u r c a u ) ,  in inches'ycr I 
day, for part of the grotvinp: senson during 1968. The ; The two s p i ~ t r a l  pnranleters of lcaf reflcctancc, rela- 
various effects ftempemture. radiatioli, and .so forth) tive near-infrared irrrd~nnce ( A )  nnd relative red ir- 
radiance d) ,  can be used as  n tool lor the tinie- 
which contribute to pan evaporation are probiibly also : 
contributing factors for the anonlalous August signs- I independent discrimination of plant species and a s  n 
turn. The confusion us to the relati\.e ofdifferent , of lnonltoring the in 
hydrologic pnrarnctcrs on s1)ectral signnti~rc ern- with time. 
phusizcs the need for more r~search,  pi~rticularly re- : 
search of a quantitative nature. SI(iS.4'1 I K t  I)ISC:KI\IISAl l O \  
Iatgure 17 shows the rt.spcctlvcs R and C sign:lturc.s The spcrtral signature is defined in this report as  the 
for two 15-acrc (6-ha) sites of d~ffcrent typc~s of vcgrta relationships Iwtwcon the relntive irrad~ances IA ,  6. 
tinn during 19(i8 and 1969. TIN. lower diagram sllows s and h )  fur 3 particular ol)jrct. Thcse relationships are 
mesquite sitp which hns an i~pl)roxlrniitc 50 pert-clnt verinl)lc with tlmc: and cltangng conditions. Tile more 
fol~ar  cover. tI1t0 corresy)ond~ng : ~ r c u n ~ u l n t ~ d  soil n~ois- traditional d e f i ~ ~ i t ~ o n  in given in the "Gloss;lry." 1 ) i~-  
ture above tlii. wntvr t;~l)lc, and thc- wuter-t:~hlr ( . I~ , \ . i t -  , criminstion of vegetation by spectral signature can be 
tion. The uppcr diugmm depicts some d;~t;l For ;I dense achievrd using the two spectral bonds. !? elid 6, which 
(nearly 100 pcrctwt foliar covi.rb saltcedar area. ! ore functioncill~ dependent un vcgetution status. 
c
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  ABLE 1.-Tinre ind6-pcndent analysis unrng cidor-rnfrurrd film for urgetation in thr Gila Hi~nr Phmtuphytr Project and ai l j~~rning a m  
(1J.I. u r d  In ~ w t y s l .  UI Imm flluhe mu*. a& Il*iacitl rnra.yt .r mdnnt-d, L r  murr runplrtr .(nll.tlnl annl,us ur Lphlr $1 
CALCULATION OF I.:VAPO'I'RANSlllXATION USING COI,OIt.L!~FRARED PIICYI'OCI~Al'lIY 0 2  1 
Rcacl~ 2 of chc Gila River Pttrcatul~hytr Prujw8 arcs 
1 1 ~ 1 . - I S I I F P ~ S I I ~  IT L I ( . Y A T V R ~  
A series of tirne-indcpcndent linear relutionn for R 
versus fi was found for all of reach 2 of the Gila Kiver 
Phreatophyte Project and five vegetation types locuted 
in the ndjuccnt to reach 2 for all photographic miasions 
Adjacent area 
lower f? signat~lre thnn the saltccdar community. The 
regression equation for the vrl(ctation in reach 2, 
which is  a combination of mesquite and saltceda., is 
between the regression lines of the two tree types. 'l'he 
cultivated grnss has a higher A than any vcgctation 
r-nr bush jlarnva r r i h n l a h l  . 
Whnu~th8rn $A# ur < ,nta,rrh rot 
GI- ,A nlpmm r l . t n f l r u n  . .. . . . . . 
~ r n u r 6 . d . r  t r  7 5 p n m t * 1 t u c w w 8  
--------- .------- --- 
' l h ~ n g  tu rl..nn~ ~ r (  nD I  I dur811g I S * .  the L L ~ I ~ I ~  a * ~  ~ban&-. TI*. .on.pl* are., and l r o r  mtr**pmJ8r# noyhl. ur @wen h I*,* 
*lnlp lViH dal. u-d 
flown in 1968 R I I ~  1969. The regression equations, co- , type ~ h o w n  except that for dense saltcedar; the glass 
effi~ients of corrclntion, and ntnndard errors of cs'i- I has a folic~r cover of nbout 50 percent and is sub.i.ct to 
mate for each vcgetntion typc arc shown in table 1. The 1 little o r  no stress owing to irrigation. l'he dcnse 
relationship:i between h and 6 are graphically illus- 
trated in figure 18. 
The same typc of analybis was i)c.rformed for thc veg- 
etation in  and adjacent to the Cibecue Ridge area and 
is presented in table 2 and figure 19. Several conclu- 
sions can be postulated from the 111:~ar elatio~ls hown 
on figures 18 and 19. 
saltcedar con~munity is adjacent to the river, where the 
averagv dcpth to water is 10 fet*f (3.0 m) below the kind 
surface, and has the highest I( signature bec;tuse of the 
high water availability. 
3. The slope of the regression lines for the denser 
vegetation types is roughly parallel, indir ding that 
the rate o f h  vcrsusC: change for vegetation with high 
1. The sparse upland vegetatinn+reosote bush and morsturc nvailahility is fairly constant. 1 . o ~  moisture 
w~hitethom-differs from the other vegetation rl~own I availability, as shown by the creosote bush and 
in figure 18. The slope of the regression equations and I whitethorn signature, tends to decrease the slope. 
the coefficients of correlation (table 1) distinguish thin 
type of ground cover. The nonuniforrnity of spectral 
signature between the upland vegetation and the other 
4. Thc vcgctation types of the Cibecue Ridge area 
(fig. 19) show the same trcnds a s  the vegeiation in and 
adjucent to the Gila River Phreatophyte Project, with 
vegetation types shown in figure 18 mainly is because an increase of ft signature from bare ground to 
the creosote bush and whitethom have a foliar cover of I nonhomogeneous grass sites to the juniper-pinyon 
10-25 percent and a low moisture availability. The 1 stands and, finally, to the denser pondcrosa pine. 
predominant signature that thf: film records is actually 5. T l ~ e  very low coefficient of correlation of the grass 
a combinatio~. of bare ground, cacti, litter, and short- sites in f i y r c  19 is  due to thc nonhornogeneity of sam- 
lived annuals that form the understory. pling; the six grass sites used have a foliar cover of 
2. The dense saltcedar, cultivated grass, and a11 between 5 and 21; percent. An added signature error is 
I 
saltcedar and l~lesquite in reach 2 show a general trend I encountered becauw , the large percentage of mulch. 
ofdiminishing R spectral signatures in that order. The 1 which in many cases obscures the grass. This is also 
trend from den* saltcedar to mesquite is the expected true to a lraecr extent of the bare-ground s~gnature. 
tendency; the ,nore open me6quite community has a / 6. The pondero~a pine and juniper-pinyon regrer 
F 1 c r . a  18.-Ryrrcrsinn rclrtwu brt- rrlatiw near-tnfrad ~~radrancr and mlati\* r d  i i r r a d l r a r  
a- *mtpn t ) p  in and ta the Clla &wr Phmatuph>tc P+TI. 1968 and 1369. 
sion equations (table 2, indicate that the spectral sig- I tltese parameters during this seasonal period. The 
nature for pvnderas.3 pine is more nearly constant and I aplrse upland vegetation cannot he distinguished be- 
has less variation than janiper-pinyon. ; cause of the rcnsons given in  conclusion 1. 
The spectral signaturn of the total gmund cover may The signattaw cquations expres.d for saltcedar and 
well be used as a remotely sensed index u f  hydmlogic , rncqr~i te i n  table 1 do not show a large difference in  
activity. The s~gnature is an integrated index of the the l? versus f i  signature between the two plant vari- 
actual plant morphology and pigment chemistry, : ctics. However. thcsc signature cquations represent 
which is influenced by many d ~ ~ c c t  and indire~t  hydro- very large areas where foliar cover (the amount of 
logic parameters such as radiation, temperature. : grou~ld covered or shaded by the vcgetcltion foliage) 
grnund-rater level, and available snil moisture. varies from 0 to 100 prccnt  and the underlying cover 
During thc p r i od  of rigoruus plant activity on the : a~nd .mil type vary c~nsidcr;ably. The.* variabilities 
Gila River Phreataphyte Pmjcct rY;~y through August tcnd to m a ~ k  the actu.11 k versus signilturc of the 
br moat veget;tt ion, April thmugh .September for den.* specific plants. 'The plant signnture must be i?ioIatd 
s a l t d ~ r  ). the time-indepndrnt sign;~turc of the vege- from the contrlbotion of underlying vcgct;*t ion and 
tntiun types were relatnt (fig. 201. '1 '.is illustratitrn , ground irradt.>nce. llnrizontal photagraphy at a clis- 
dc~nonstrates that d~scrin~ination of the primary vc-pr- , tance of appmuirnntely 50 fcct I15 n ~ )  from a d~nscly 
tatinn types (dense saltcedar. ?; :~ i~cdar.  nt1 mcsq~~itcr . foliated sa1tccd;lr and ;I sirnilitr mcsguitc \V;IS used to 
on the Gila River Phmatophyte I'tnjw-t is pos,<ible with de?terrn~ne theR vcrsuse sign:~turc for the two t y p ~ s o f  
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vegetation. The regression equation for raltcrdar is , with ground-level photography for wltcedar is approx- 
100 
8 0 -  
:8"- 
v 
X 
I 
k = -2.30&) + 109.0. (33, imately twice that of mesquite. The given slope of the i R versus 6 equations for th r  two ve~etation typw il- 
and the cafficient of *rrclatiOn is -0.99. mgm*- 1 lustrated cannot directly ecluatd to 
rion equation for mequite is 
raphy. hccnusc of the incre:~~cf rnntrast ratlo n hlch is 
R = -0.92 re) t W.9, (34)! used to o,mlwnsi~tc for h ~ z c  in aerial photogri~pl~y. 
and the cwllic~mt ofcorrelation is -0.94. Discrimina- ( T h ~ s  c f k t  will br discuhtd in the arrtron "C;:ur~n~a "
tion of vegetation type is p s s i l ~ l e  with ground-level I The signatun~equationa {t i~blc  I for thew two tylws of 
photography. brcaose the rate ofchange of'/? verses : veget~tion arc integrated readings of the totid ir- 
I I I I I I I I I 1 
- 
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RELATIWE RED IRRADIANCE. IN PERCENT 
Fffiuufi 20.-Relatibe m a r - i n f d  irrdianer vtrw dative red irrdianm for five vestation lypcs ia 
and adjama to the Clh lLwr Phm tophyte P w  summer 1968 Md 1969 
rndiance from the photographed surface. For precise mean spectral signaturn during the per~od of dormancy 
discrimination of plant type by aerial photogaphy, the of the deciduous vegetation, from late fall tu early 
relative contributions of each ground parameter 1 spring (4-1' on the R' cun-e). Two nonlinear segments. 
(short-lived ephemeral plnnts, soil. water, and others) 1-2 and 3-4, on the R'  curve (fig. 21) represent the 
should be evaluated. transition from winter dormancy to high summer plant 
TIMI.-DFPFSUFST S1f.X STERE activity and from high summcr plant activity to winter 1 dormancj, respectively; these segments are  described 
The spectral signature change with time is i. ! by eq~~:rtion 35. The last is a linear segment (%:5 of the 
monitor a dynamic phenomenon, and this precludes its 1 R I  curve) derived by ac;sumillg linearity htween the 
U w  a s  a predictive tool; however. a model curve Can be ' two of the bimmlal curve from quot ion  35. 
used i. determine the d e p d u n  of the spectral signs- 1 T h e e  p n k s  m u r  on hlny 19 and August I I. This 
ture from the expected value, thus enabling the re- ! w p e : , t  is assumed to represent the averagcl slimmer 
searcher to wc trends and anomalies which should be ! activity 
investigated. The variability of the R and & spectral ; The form for the qua t ions  describing 
signature change with time is shown in figure 21 ; R ,  C. the curves are below: 
and the modeling curves are given for all of reach 2 
during 1968 and 1969. 
The general model curve used in this study has four 
distinct segments. First, IS a linear segment for the 
H'=wfsin N+ 1:5 sin W)+I3]x 100, (35) 
where 
R '  =value of the model curve for relative near- 
. m 
Relat,ve near m t r o d  wradunct Reletan red 8rr.da.nce 
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PICURE 21 -Relative n e a r - ~ n h d  irradiancr. rplat~ve red 1rradtanc-e. and m&l curves. rr.~ch 2 of the Gila Rwer Phreolophyte 
Row. 1 Wd and 1969 
EXPLANATION 
infrared irradiance. i n  percent, I red irradiance. 
H = the amplitude of the  sine wave for relative , P' = t h e  mean relative red irradiance during 
near-infrared irradiance. I dormancy. and 
P = the mean relative near-infrared irradiance N' = a function of time, exprrswd as  
during dormancy. and 1 
N = a function of time. expressed a s  i 1 PW hr=kC?-~') (--)I, L' 1 where 
D' = calendar-vear dav for the end of dormancv 
I where determined b i  the high relative red i;- 
= the calendar-year day on which the photo- / radiance and 
graphic miss~on was flown [January 1. t = l ;  ' L' = durat~on. in days. for the period of plant 
Dccemlrr 3 1 . 0 =  365 or  366 t leap year)]. vigor, deter~nincd bythr C ~ R I I ~ C  in relattvc 
D = calendar-year day for the csnd of dormancy dc- red irmdiance. 
trrn~ined by the low relative near-infri~rrd ; The actual model equations used for figure 21 arc given 
irmdinnce, and I below: 
1. = duration. in days, for thc per~od of plant vigor, , R'==[0.4i~sinN+ 11.5 sin XV)t 0 . 0 3 1 ~  100, (37) 
dcterminc>d Ity tlw change in ~e la t ive  ne:ir- 
infrared irritdinncc, : whcre 
where I ~ ' = I O . ~ ~ [ S ~ ~ ~ I Y O " + N ' ) ~  1;5sin 
G' = value of the model curve for relativr red ir- 1 (180°+3rV')] t 0 . 7 6 ) ~  100, (381 
radieticr. In ~erccn t .  
f i '  * the nnlpl~tudc of the sinr wave. Tor relativr , where 
026 GILA NVER PHREATOPHYTE PROJECT 
The accuracy of fit of the model equations to spectral 
data was checked by relating t h e  d a h  from the 23' 
data p i n t s  presumed to be representative of the 
change of signature with time to the predicted values 
from the R' model equation 37 repwsented in figure 21. 
The standard error of estimate G) from the line of 
equality of 0.04 is  shown in figure 22 
The timedependent plant signature (a and &I of 
various types of vegetation are shown on figure 23, and 
curves similar to those of figure 21 could be developed. 
Several observations can be made with the aid of the 
model curve. . 
1. The time-dependent signature of large areas can 
be used to recognize and map vegetation types by using 
the sensing bands of satellite imagery in a similar 
manner to that  proposed here for aerial photography. 
The 9- or  18-day rvcle of LANDSAT is ideal for 
monitoring these changes. 
2. Probably the most useful application of the model 
curve for aerial photography is to determine a schedule 
of flights to  define the periods of growth a t  a particular 
study site. The minimum number of flights during a 
year to define the growth periods reliably for the Gila 
River Phreatophyte Project. as  indicated by figure 21. 
is five: one taken during the period of dormancy 
(November through February), one during the spring 
transition period (April l), two taken while the plants 
are vigorously active (June 1, July 30). and one during 
the fall transition period (September 30). For a long 
term investigation where only one flight per year is 
feasible. i t  would appear that sometime in June  is  the 
best choice for this partici~lor area 
3. The transition period. from dormancy to vigorous 
activity a s  sensed by t h e e  sensitivity range, was not 
the same in 1968 a s  it was in  1969. The transition 
period started approximately 1 month later and ended 
1 ninnth earlier in 1968 than in 1969. Tlie rcflcctance 
in the visual spectral range, of which 0 (red color) is  
functionally related. which responds to photosynthetic 
nctivity. is well documented (Knipling. 1970. p. 158; 
Gates, 1070, p. 226). This time lag in  activity between 
1968 and 1969 is probably a filnction of m:my interre- 
lated contributing variables such a s  radiation, tcmper- 
ature, rainfall, and others. 
4. T h e . ~  modeling techtiiques were not nucccssful on 
the Cibecue Ridge area, primarily because the pre- 
dominant vegetation is perennial and the small signa- 
- - -. - 
. I h l v  d ~ a l n m 2 3 d l h 2 S p h n t ~ + c r n 1 ~ m a I h r n h  136Rard l ! E 9 - m d  
tn (hr mmputalwm k a u u  O( thr RUII. gt.m In 6 a n v  2 
RELATIVE NEAR - INFRARED IRRADIANCE.  I N  PERCENT 
FROM TIME - DEPENDENT MODEL EOUATION 
EXPLANATION 
R 
Ralaliw nerr Infrared Irradeance sensed by the fllm 
K 
Relattve n u  i n f r u d  ~rvad,.nce predicted 
by the model equataon 
Fi~uas 22.-Regre~ion relation between relative near-infrared ir- 
rad~anre determined from film and from a time-dependent model 
equation. reach 2 of the C ~ l a  River Phreatnphyte P e .  1968 and 
1969. 
ture change with time is largely over-shadowed by the 
inherent error in the photography. 
The f? versus & signatures can also be u . 4  a s  a 
means of spatial evall~atiun. Figure 24 shows the tri- 
chromatic coordinates subdivided into 10 percent sub- 
groups. The first digit indicates the percent of 8, and 
the second digit the percent of &; for example. the 
nirmhcr 72 means 70 percent relative ncar-infrared ir- 
radiance and 20 percent relative reti irmdic~nce. The 
remaining parts out of a hundrd ,  in  this rase 10 per- 
cent. signify the relntive green irradianre. Figure 25 
shows a computer printout of the I? and (; trichromatic 
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901 
CREOSOTE BUSH STUDY SITE 
ALL MESQUITE IN REACH 2 
- 
g 20 I \ 
I 
I 
19G9 19611 
ALL SALTCEDAR IN REACH 2 
EXPLANAT ION 
- Rmlat#ve rad nrradlancr f . ReIaltr. near aofrarsd 1rrad8mnce 
FICL.RE 23.-Relntive near-~nfr.~rrrl ~rrad~ancr and relat~re red ~rrnd~anec vrrnus tlme for five wgctnclon 
types In and adjuo.nl to the Ctlr Rner Phrealophylr Pmpct area. 1968 and 1969. 
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EXPLANATION 
= Relarove green Ir#dlance. on percant 
pucmt. rnult~ply second doset b y  10 to obtasn 
pelcent 0. t ~ p s r c e n t ,  percent b ; 100 - - 6 
a lol 11 i 21 i 31 1 4 1  1 51 1 el 1 7 1  1 S1 
10 20 30 0 50 60 70  80 90 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 GO 90 
RELATIVE NEAR-INFRARED IRRAOIANCE. I N  PERCENT / 
100 PERCENT 1 O O P E  CENT B R 
FICURS 24 -Computer printout wdes used in spabal analysis of relative 
. near-infrared. relative red and relative gtrcn irradiance. 
VOI.USIE OF CANOPY FOI.IAGE 1 considered \vh~lc viewing figure 26, is th;lt 111c vegeta- 
tion description of canopy classes was clone in 1365, 
Volume of canopy foliage is a difficult and cxp*.nsive while the photography used in the figure was taken in 
coordinates for each 3.67-acre (1.49-ha) plot in the Thomas, Wiegand, and Myers (1967, p. 553) found 
heavily vegetated reach 2, samplcd photographically that an exponential increase in reflectance was 
on June  27.1968. Areas of near-equal signature can be , achieved by stacking individual leaves on one another. 
contoured on the printout and compared with ground , This enhancement of reflectance would imply that 
truth. Above the printout is a reduction of a composite , canopy volume could be estimated by photographic re- 
print mosiac copied from the positive transparencies mote sensing, but the condition ofs tack4  leaves might 
analyzed. The connecting lines link nine pairs of tri- result in  quite different reflectance relations than 
chromatic coordinates tR and &) with their correspond- ; those of 3 plallt canopy. 
~. 
hydrologic pariln~eter to measure by canvcntitrnal 
means; it is convt~ntionnlly tl14ned in cubic feet pvr 1 
syii;lre fint of a r m  The technique uacd to determine 1 - - 
ing position on the photograph. 
Five photographs were cumbincd for the photomosaic 
(fig. 25). An important feature of the photomos.?ic is the 
inconsistent spcctral signatures of the five sequential 
Figure 26 shows the relationship between nine 
canopy vuluine classes of saltcedar and three canopy 
classes of mesquite versus rclative near-infrared ir- 
radiance from four missions. 
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photographs. The mosaic demonstratcs the necessity of , The photographic missions chosen represent the 
quantitative adjilstment of the signature data by some i spring p e r i d  of new leaf production (April 5), the sta- 
technique if a numerical appmash to photoqraphic ble summer pc.riud of dense foliage c $lay 31 and June  
evaluation is required. I 1 27). and the fa11 transition period leading to dormancy 
Computer printouts of the type shown on figure 25 ! (October 10,. ' r h ~ s e  periods a re  demonstratcd on fibwre 
were run for all reaches in each flight. This aided j 21 and didcusscd in the section "Time-Dependent Sig- 
greatly in the spatial and tempornl evaluation of the natup." 
vc::etation. The potential for computer interpretation ! The data from the saltcedar cl:~s.scs (B) indicate that 
of large areas by thls method appears to merit consid- 1 the rel;~tion*hip between canopy volume and I( is not 
cr;~ble research. 1 lincerlv rc1:ltrd. An in1uort;lnt wint ,  which rnu:ct be 
this parameter on the Gila River Phrcatophyte Pr(?icct 
has already hccn oi~tlincd in the srction "Vegetation 
FII:,.,, 25 -C,,lor.lnfrar~.d n>o,"inc xha,wlny .ipti:i~ rtrmputrr 
a n ~ l y s t s  I,y q ~ t r : l l  *lgn;iiurr for 7 Ri..irrr I I 49 !,:.I ~lq,:~ in w ~ r h  
Dnt;~ CoIIi-ction." 2. (;II;I R1vt.r l ' l~r~- :~ t t~phyt r  I'n~jrct. J~IIIV 27, 191iA . 
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1968. The effcct which this time lag had on tlic data  is 
unknown. Sevcral conditions and rclationshil)~ a rc  il- 
lustrated by figure 26. Mer;qt~itc volutne ( A  I also scrlns 
to intlic:~te a ~lonlit lrar vl:~~ionsl~ip,  altltough it is  clif- 
ficult to poitr~lnte ;my conclr~sions bascd on thew data 
alone*, br.causc of t he  I~rnitcd number ofcanopy clnsscs. 
It is nppnrrnt that although the canopy class versus 
irr;~dinncc urves ore  nonlinear, they all consistently 
e x h ~ b i t  he  ::nnie gmer;l l  shupe. 
The tranaitlon period leading to dormancy, us  shown 
RELATIVE NEAR- INFRARED IRRAOIANCE. I N  PERCENT 
I I I I I I I 
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CAICUI,ATION OF I?' APOTMNSPIRATION USING CO1.ORINFHARED MIOTO(;HAPHY 03 1 
radiance of three saltcedar foliage classes versus time. 1 determine the percent of canopy intercept i n  a n  
This illustration shows that a n  increase in irradiance I area-visual examination and spectral signature. 
by the October 10 flight, shows that the irradiance is 
almost constant and apparently not related to  canopy 
volume. But there is a general trend for greatcr foliar 
cover to produce higher irrndinnce, particularly in the 
larger volume classes. 
A representative standard deviation for each d i ~ t a ,  
point for April 5 is graphically shown in figure 26. The 
pooled ~tatldnrd deviations (Dixon and Masscy, 1957. 
p. 109) of the irradinnce for saltccdar and mesquite arc  
t- 2 80- - 
0 
U 
g 7 0 -  - 
d 
Z 2 6 0 -  - 
Q 
'L 2 so-  - 
a 
* 
g 4 0 -  - 
ct 
W 
30- - 
U 
> 
G e l m  durlng 1968 IS 12 Percent 2 2 0 -  - 
10 - 
Nov Dec 
accotnpanies an increase in volume of foliage. The 
poolcd stnndard deviation of the largest clans is 12 per- 
cent. Figure 28 illustratca a sinlilsr relatiunship for 
mesquite; the pooled standard deviation is 13 percent. 
This large errur factor indicates that  for t l ~ c  data used. 
it is not practical to use this technique to mensure 
; canopy foliage. 
FOLIAR COVER 
EXPLANATION 
14 and 7 percent, respectively, which indicates that the Foliar cover is defined as  the p u n d  covered or 
error is too large for any precise conclusions. shaded by a vertical projection of plant foliage. Two 
Figun! 27 illustrates the relative near-infrared ir- techniques of photographic analysis may be used to 
VOLUME OF CANOPY 
FOLIAGE. I N  CUBIC 
FEET PEA SOUARE NUMBER O f  SAMPLED TOTAL ACREAGE 
SVMtlOL FOOT PLOTS SAMPLED 
- 3.6 41 1 m31m2) 34 126 1 61 ha) 
-- 8.6 42 6 mJlm21 166 608 4246 he) 
----- 11.4 (3.5 m3lmZ) 61 187 ( 76 ha) 
F~culls 27.-Relative near-infrured irradiance versus t ~ m '  for three sultcrdar vol!~mcr of canopy fol~age c l ~ ~ n e s .  reach 2. G ~ l a  R~ver 
Phreatophylc I'mject. 
032 CIW RIVER 1'HKEA'rOPHYTE PROJEL'T 
EXPLANATION 
VOLUME OF CANOPY 
9 0  FOLIAGE. IN CUBIC FEET PEA S O U A R E  NUMBEH OF SAMPLED TOTAL ACREAGE 
SYMBOL FOOT PLOTS SAMPLED 7 
6 3 9  1257 ha1 
169 1 6 7  ha1 
187 ( 76 ha) 
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FICCRE 2e --Reliltive near-infrared ~rradiance versus time Llr three mesquite vulumcs of canopy ful~nge classen. reach 2. G ~ l a  River 
PhrcdtophW Pmjert 
Visual examination generally requires mapping of ' within the individual grids as  shown in ligure 29 are I canopy-intercept classes from aerial photography and , due priniarily to two rca.sons. 
field recol~llaissance. planimetering, and computing / 1. Each plot has a different percentage of water 
the mean percent of canopy intercept in the area ; show~ng through the canopy, which gre;~tly affects the 
(Griffith arid Hone, 1960,. Spatial computer evaluation / spectral signature registered on the film. 
of imagery can aid greatly in the useof this technique, i 2. The actual distribution of vegetation types 
a s  shown in the recent studies by Denny. Morrison, , (saltcedar, rnc~squitc, anci .?sses) is different in each 
Worthmnn. rind Lucht (1971). ,plot, therefore yieldinr \.a~.iabil~ty in the signatures. 
Photographic analysis using the spectral sign;~ture i Interception of precipit:~tion by vrgrtal covcr is a 
techniqlle can probably be best acmmylished by near- dificult hytlrologic parameter to me;lsure, but photo- 
infrarcd photographic sensing. Figure 29 illilst~ates graphic renlote sensing can be used to cstllnate both 
the rtalat~onship hetween foliar covcr and the k signa- the spatial ; ~ n d  tetnpor;ll \.nriabilitv of intercc-ption. In- 
ture for the 50 plots within grills Z-24 and 2-85 of the tcrccytiun is defined ns tile amount of rain or snow 
Gila Ritcr f'hreatophytc Projcct. The regression rqua- ! stored on le;~vcs and brancllcs t h ~ t  e\~cnt~rnlly cvnpo- 
tion clcscribing the relationship IS , rates hack into the atmoaphcrc. It is tyunl to the pre- 
cipitation on thc vi.gctntion nlinus stetnflow and 
CI .; 1.54(R ) -  29.9, t391 thror~ghfall t1,nngbein ond 1sc.ri. 1960, p. 12) iind is 
where basicnlly a storage chnr:~cteristic of the hydrologic 
CI - f o l k  covcr, in percent. , cycle: it illso is a function of other hydrologir, clinlato- 
The cor.ffirient of corrclotion is 0.85. The variations ' logic. ant1 botanical v;~ric~bli*.r. surh 11s vrjiel:~tion type, 
CALCULATION OF E\'APOTHANSPIRATION UYINO COL.OR-INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 
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EXPLANATION 
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RELATIVE NEAR-INFRARED IRRADIANCE. I N  PERCENT 
All data from photogr.phy 
of May 31.1068. alt~tuda 
3.600 fsat 
Fa.. - '9.-Foliar cuvcr versus relative near-infrared irrndlanw for 50 3.67-acre 11.49-ha) 
plots, subreoch 2b. Cila R ~ v e r  Phmatophflc l'ro~ect. 
leaf area, wind velocity, and rainfall intensity and du- , :ind 60,000 feet (460 and 18.000 m) above land surface 
ration. As precipitation strikes a vegetative canopy. , under many different climatic conditions using a va- 
Borne is retained and distributed over the exposed sur- t riety of cameras, films, and filter combinations. This 
face area. If there is adequate precipitation, a quasi- 1 is shown in figure 30. The quantitative utilization of 
TECIINIQL'CS FOR ANALYSIS OF : condition bcclusc thc phrentor,hytca were equally 
COLOR-ISFRARED PEIOI'OCRAl'I1Y i dense during both periods. The adjusted values for t h ~ s  same pcriod nrr nearly equal, as  would be expectcbd if a 111 the 5-year ~ e r i o d  1967-71,38 color-infrared pho- corrclntion exists wit11 ground conditions. hlost of the 
togrnphic missions were flown over thc Cila River , photographic flighta during the .i-yc*r~r period (19G7- 
Phreatophytt* Projcrt. During the surnnler of 1971, six , 71 r were flowti nt a n  altitudc ofs.fOO i t  (2.600 1111 nbove 
colur-infrared photogri~phic n~issions were also flown land surface; however. six flights were flown a t  3,600 R 
over thc Cibecue Ridge Watershed Study. The phot4,- 1 I 1,100 mr, and t~ s~ 60.000 R (18.000 nib; therefore, 
gruphic missions \\.err flown nt altitudes between 1,500 , thc adjuat ~nents  dearrlled above ore necessary. 
equilibrium is rcnchcd, whereby intcrccption storage , these diverse data required the development of both 
becomes stable and stemflow plus throughfall cquals : deterministic and empirical techniques of film stand- 
prccipitation. The intercepted precipitation is then re- : ardization. 
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tained  t to red) on the leaf and stem ~ur face  until after 
the storm or until the vapor-pressure gradient is high 
enough to initiate evaporation. For 100 percent canopy 
cover, interception of precipitation from an individual 
storm may be estimated using the curves of Kittridge 
~i~~~~ 30 shows both the unadjusted h 
for subreach 2b fi-om 1967 through 1971. The unad- 
justed is the parameter described in the section 
"Data Standadizetion and Sourms of Variability." 
The adjusted has ken for the variability (194R. fig. 12, or from the interceptiun data of Mol- i due to the inwnsistency in flying altitude, filter cumbi- 
chanov (1960). Photographic remote sensing then can ; llntion, processing techniques, or other contributing 
be used to a l ) ~ r c ) ~ i m a t e  the  Percellt of can- lactors. Thc effect of adjustment is illustrated by the 
opy cover-the mncrol~af count-on a watershed. 1 signature d i f f e ~ n o e  in unadjusted between the 
which is then used to determine the interception summer of 1968 and 1969. The difirr.nw between un- 
storage. 1 adjusted signitturcs is not related to the vegetation 
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COST OF PHOTO(;RAFIIIC ANAI.YSIS I level for the cyun dye layer in figure 4 is a n  optical 
The cost in 1968 of using conventional techniques to 
a w e s  the vcgc.totiori on the Gila Rivcr Phrcaiophptc 
Project (the techniaue is outlined in the suction "Vege- 
tat'ion Data ~ollertion") was kpproximately $6,600, 
while the cost of n color-infrared photc~gruphic miwio~i 
end a cornplctc computer anaiysis of the photogrrrithic 
data  cost app~bxill~ately $650. 
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHIC CONCEPTS 
The analysis of photographic remote sensing data 
requires a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of pho- 
tographic science. Spectral sensitivity, density versus 
log exposure, and analytic optical d e n ~ i t y  a re  photo- 
graphic topics necessary for the type of analysis 
utilized in this r e p r t .  
density of approximately 3.6. Thc* actual h.rse plus f n ~  
densities of the dye layers of filrn type 8443 ani~lysed 
with our equip~nent are shown I,clow: 
Cyan DO = 2.78, 
Magenta Du = t.38, and 
Yellow no = 2.22. 
GA>ISIA 
Gamma ( y )  is the slope of the linear portion of the 
charecteristic curve: 
AOD 7'- . 
Alog E 
A perf~ct one wprodurt.ion of a scene is obtained 
when the gamma is cqunl to -1 (for positive film), and 
a gamma less than - 1 means that the scene is repro- 
duced at  a hiah6.r contrast. (This discussion appliea to 
- - 
. , J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  wnsi,, .ltY, S,A,, for color-infrard 1 positive film inly;  a negative film ivould have a posi- 
defined a s  follows: i tive gamnia.) Aerial films, s i ~ h  as color-infrared film, which are used for high-altitude phoiography usually S(h)= 1/E(hf, (40) have gainmas of approximately -2.0. The mason for 
. - 
where E ( A )  is the e n c r a  in ergdcm9 of monochromatic the  lo\^ gnrnmn of aerial films is becnusc the original 
radiation required to produce in the individual dye ,  scenc contrast is greatly reduced by atmospheric at- 
layer an equivalent neutral density, u~ua l ly  1.0 (N.L. , tenuation. and the lower gamma colnpenyates for this- 
Fritz, 1969, written commun.). Equivalent neutral The gammas for 111~ dye layers of film type 8443 a s  
density (END) is  defined a s  the viau;al density a dye : analyzed by our equipment were: 
layer would have if it were converted tu a neutral gray ; cyan y= -.2.00, 
by tuperirnpo~ing the minimum necessary amounts of / hlagenta ,= - 0.81, 
dye in the other two dye layers (Todd and Zakia. 1969. / yellow yr - 2.82. 
p. 215-219). 
The relationship between wavclcn@h sensitivity : DATA STANDAKUIZA? ION AND SOURCES OF VARIABILITY 
and color formulation of color-infrared film was dincus- / 
~h~ use of color-infrared phuu,graphy as a for 
sed in the section "Color-Infrared Film" and was dcm- 
onstrated in figures 2 and 3. 
M ~ l t i ~ e n e r a t i o n  photography such as  received from 
NASA during the study refers to the fact that the 
color-infrared photogrnphy has been duplicated on 
tile qumtitative monitoring of ground-scene changes 
with time requires the standardization of the data  
taken from tlre fil~n. Certain sources of variability from 
one photographic flight to another and within a roll of 
film can be controll~d by consistent pructices and care- 
color film for data analysis. A quantitative analysis o f i  ful planning. Controllnble variables are carnera. film, 
the data must include conniclrrntion of the sensitivity 1 filter rumbinationw. flj.ing altitude, and cerbin 
of the duplicated and duplicating films. 
FII.\I IN S ~ I  I Y vt HSL'S ~ . \ ; I ~ o s ~ ' K L  
dures in the film processing. Variability in the data  
from these nources can to some degree be controll J by 
consistency, o r  if necessary, by mothcmaticar adjust- 
The between film dcnrity exyosure, ments. Othcr sources of variability, such a s  aLmOS- 
was diseurur?d in the section "Color-]nfrarcd Filmn tlrld ' pberic changes, filtn-cmulrion variation, and film- 
shown in figure 4. 
H A I k  PI CS F O L  Ibt S I I  I! 
prucessin~ chenges and inconuistcncy. are less deter- 
ministic in nature. and the investigator has very l~ttlr.  
control over th,.wc sources of crror. Variability in tho 
Base plus fog density (Do) may bc referred to ns the data from thesc sources are very difficult to correct 
fog level of the film. It is the optical density ohtaincd ' without elpborate instrumcntntion and calibration 
aflcr processing filnr which has rcrcivcd no expaurc ' and. to a l a r ~ e  degree, must be adjusted by iln e~npir i -  
and is ?he result ofchemirnl rcduciiori by the develupcr I cctl approacl~ if precise calibration in not available. 
on unexponed grains. For exsmplc, the bane plus fog ! Theoretic~lly, the standardizittions of photographic 
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data for such variables as atmospheric attenuation. 84-43 a n a l p d  with our qaiprnent are given be- 
d a r  altitude. and 61- traosmittance shou!d be made 
as exposure adjustments for the film gamma. This was , 
not done for two reasons: (1) t h e  high cost involved in 
precisely measuring the energy radiated from the I 
ground scene and subsequently sensed by the film aad I and 
(2) the high error involved in measuring hydrologic 
phenomenon such as evrpotmnsqimtioar. 
As pointed out pmviously (in the section "F'hoto- 
graphic Data Collection"). each dye layer of the film vvhere M 
was viewed as a relative radiometer. and the i d -  , 
ance =.rtl;ed in each dye layer was related to the sum of I 
the irmdirnce s e d  by the three dye layera For / 
clarification the reader should refer back to equations / Theref- 
3.4.5.6. and 7. _ I C- = 1.012tR)-O.O63(C)-O.OOS(B). (45) 
! M- = -O.IPM)+l.a32tC~-O.l07(B). 4 (46) 
%SAI.YCI(. OYI  I(:%L D~SSIC\' Y- = -O.OlI~~-O.193Gb+l-MIUJ). (4% 
Anal j<ic optical density is  defined as the optical den- 
sity within the individual dye layers d a multidye C.IL.W I \ PL ~:ORRLC:TIUS 
layer film. The necessity for isdating the individual 1 
dyelayer spectral contribution is illustrated in f i g u ~  2 i . During the period of study for this rePo* two *- 
by th spectral sensitivib eurres for ra lo r - in f rd  I ~ n f d  f i l m were used Film type 8443 was used in 
film. it should be borne in mind that these arves (fig. Ig6?-69;ahr 1g69. f i l m t y ~ e 2 4 ~  ~fied.  The2143 
2, are only for the film and da not show the effect ofthe 'Irn advantages Over its pdmr: (I '  bet- 
instmmentation ,filters, le- &nsitome~r, so , ter infrared color balance; (2) increased overall speed; 
fodl1) usrd for andysis. The -lor density rneasu& by and (3) improved c ~ n s i s t e n ~  from emulsion to m u l -  
the knSitometer in each =leaed wcvelength band 1 skn.  The quantitative use of the photographic data re- 
(fig. 7 )  is  the sum ofthe radiation a h b e d  by all three quired that the data from film type2443 bC mrrefted 
of the dye layers. the same spectral response as film type 8443. The 
svera i  khniqws are available fur isulating the technique for accomplishing this was to premultiply 
exposure in each of the throe dye .eyers. pmreSS the inverse type 8443 [(A ha] by a mnversion ma- 
used in the following analysis involves selective expo- trix. [ U h ] ,  which was supplied by Kodak tN. L 
sure yielding a step tablet-in this case a film strip F ~ @  written eommun-- 1972k 
graduated in transparency from one end to the other, 
for each dye layer of the film. The relative contribution 
of each dye lager in the three sensing bnnds was then 
isolated algebra~cally throuph the use of a matrix in- 
rrrsinn I Evans and others. 11.~2. p. 441-447). 
The step tablets were analyzed using tl;c transmit- 
VL-'h,=[tA ~ ~ ~ ] x [ ( A - ' ~ ] ,  (48) 
where 
each c posure step nfeach step tablet Th-se were then app,ximation. 
mnce tlensttomter(Ma~heth TD 4 n ? ' h ~  mording the It must b, emph3simd that the terhnique illll<trated 
t h m  optical densities cR,.+. 6. B d b  transmitted at  j by qualions 48 and 49 is not pwasc bllt is a ,Isable 
plottnf graphically with the m Jur optic;ll density tR, ; fhe mlution for 
lh,* is below: for :h> cyan dye layer) versus the two minor optical 
densities fG, mnJ B, for the cyan dye Invcr) fix each 1.112 -0.W2 --0015 
.step t:ahlet (the slope of the major optical density ~ f t h e  , = 1.V2R - 0.10,1 . 150) 
dye layer taken as  1, fig. 31 ). The slopes of the mqjor 0.005 -0.240 1.065 
then e l l l ~ r ~ d  into B 3 y 3 mat r~x  (.I b. Thc inverse (A - ' \  1 2.143 were drrivrd as shown 
of the m.~trix (A  b was thcn taken. !A wits then used , 
I 
vcr3us minor optical d rns i t i r  for each dye layer vm I analgic ,,@iCd dmsilies (c, I,. y ,  for film typ 
for the t h m  eq~.ttinns to convert the thrcr intcgral i optical clc-nsit~es tR. G. 8 )  to their rcspcctive analytic , 
upic;ll dcnsity (C. .\I, Y). Matrices (A ) and (A - ' )  and 
244.3 tllc resulting analytic ol lrnl density rqu;ttions for film i therefore, 
* a88 k 
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PICURE 31.-M&w P ems minor optical dendties for the three dye byrrs of lilm type 844.1. 
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MAJOR OPTICAL DENSITY. RE0  
EXPLANATION 
CPILI = 1.112~R~-0.0~~C~-O.O1S(B~, (52) ' relative irradiance by the technique already discussecl M =-0.184(R~+1.028(C~-0.104(B~.md in the section "Phdographic Data Collection" and by 
Y = 0.005(R)-0.240~G)+ 1.065B). u, of the equatioam shown in that sectionsquations 
Thew analytic optical densities were then 
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I k  # uwtrlrn&lhs ~f d ~ . l u ) r r  m s r t r l r l y  tf cvdw. rnfmd + 
The atmospheric attenuation of d i r t i o n  varies a s  a / 
function of wavelength arld altitude. An atmospheric- 1 1-..,..1.~ (MS.. c 
attenuation model h ~ d  on the US.  Standard Atmoa- i cans. r-*r d n r W& r m h . n b  n.r.ud-r -rrrl.~d Iltfln . k l luh  VI-I- A f l ~ m  r. -1- n:.+t phere. 1WL (Elterman and Toolin. 1965). can be used ?& t,.=zz~ *arc  ~ R ~ ~ ~ I . ' U I R  
to determine the t ransmi t tam of the at~nosphere as  a 
function ofboth wavelength and altitude. With vertical I J-R S W R  ~ O U O I  raur sonar I 61 1UI.b t:wxJ"'b 41*mvm4 t l  ImJ"8 @lN.WV.,b photographs a n  attenuation fartor may be described by 
Yl((r . the following equation (Elterman and T d i n .  1965): 0.51 , rU.i ,, ", 3; *" I" 
l -  
U I n M  
iZ w* 1):s I u 9  4 l a  
T * = e x d - ( ~  -re\], (554) This correction a s  well as the corrections in  the fol- 
where / lowing sections muld be i m p w e d  by vectorially mul- 
T* = atmOSPheric transmit-ce of a vrticular / tiplying the  atmospheric transmittance by the spectral 
between the gmund-su*a~ : sensitivity at  small wavelength increments (0.01 pm) 
elevation and the camera altitude. I to achieve a spectral .sensitivity a t  a specific altitude 
7ha = ex t indon  o ~ t i m l  th'* a t  the a m e r a  i (U.S. Air Force, 1968, p. 91-s). However, this p- 
altitude. and I  dure does not cornpen-sate for the effect of ~rlcreased sky 
7k = extinction optical thi- at the ground- ! lumina- with height on aerial phot-raphy. Sky 
surface elevation; extinction optical I lUminanre a m ,  b h  th highlights and 
thickness is defined the mean of f equally. thus in effxt  causing a lower contrast ratio 
the sum of the j and a narrower density range (Smith and Anson. 1968. 
cient* and I p. 312). An expansion of the density scale (fig. 44) to 
a t  a particular altitude. i compensate for sky luminance was not neressary be- 
this qua t ion  to the peaks of the dw-layer ' the relationship between the illuminance sensed 
sensrtivity curves (fig. 2) a t  0.55 pm. at  0.65 pm. and ! by each dye layer was not simificantly. 
0.72 pm. the atmospheric transmittances a t  3.600, 1 
8.500. and 60.000 R 11,100. 2.600. rrnd 19.000 m) for / FI1.I F R  ( ' O R H E ( 3  10s 
these peaks of the sensing ranges are  cnmputed. These The filters chosen as  a standard for vegetation differ- 
are  shown on table 3. The peaks were used because , entiation with color-infrared film were the Wratten 
they are  the wavelengths where the greatest e x p u r e  numbers 12, CC2OB. and CC30M (Culler. 19701. Filter 
results for a given unit of radiant energy. The altitude ' combination was chosen as  a result of testing proce- 
corrcction needed toconvert 3.600- and 60.000-R (1.100 dures suggrstcd by Fritz (1967). The testing procedure 
and 18.000 m) flights to the standard 8,500-R (2,600 m) : rcquirwl a series ofphotographs w ~ t h  variouscombina- 
flight is then tabulated in table 3. tions of filters and exposures. A clifl looking over a 
The val~rcs obtained from equatians 6. 7, and 8 are 1 collr~tion of plants tjpical of the Gila River flood plain 
therc4ure correaed (for the photographic missions I was used as a platform to sirnr~late aerial photographic 
which were flown at altitudes other than 8.500 R ! conditions. A Graflex XL camera with a 100 mm Zeiss 
(2.600 m)) by their respective atmospheric correction I T e s a r  lens. aperature to F3.5. s l~u t te r  s p e d  to 1'500. 
factors a s  follows: I and 70 mm film type 8443 was used for this phc'.og- 
- - - .- 
t56, / K I P ~ ~ .  Phntognphic testing equipment ~ ; I S  not readily h =R,&!tR,A, + G,A, + B,A,). ! abailahle, and romp;ln.was were m:tde by visual in- 6 =GvAmI(RvA, + Ci,A, + BvAy), and 
spection. A filter combination of \Vr;ltten numbers 12. b =R,AyI(RvA, + GvA, + B.AyI. 
"" , CCEOB. and CCBOM providcd the hest visual color rcso- 
where I lution for identifying flood-plain vrgct:~tion. This 
c = subscript indicating that the relative ir- ; "standard" filter pack was adapted heginning with the 
radiance data (a, 6, or A) was from a , l9G9 photography. Figure 32 shows thc tranrmitt:lnce 
nonstandard flight altitude or filter com- i curves for the \V12. CC'LOB. and CC3OM filters and the 
bination and that thedata  ; t r b  corrrded to p d u c t  curve fur this mmbination. Optical filters ohey 
stand trd valucs by the c q u  .I t '  !on. t h ~  h~rgurr-1-ambcrt 1,1w, which states t h i ~ t  thc 
A, -- altitude correction factor for yellow dye tral~s~nittance nf n .u?rles of filters is the product of the 
1;ryer. ; transmittance of ~ilt'h filter. 
A,,, = altitlrde corrcction factor for tnagcnta dye j The nerd for color corrcction filtc.:s to  enhance the 
laycr, and i sl)~>ctr;ll s i ~ n a t i ~ r c  on color-i~ifrnrrd photography was 
A, = altitude correction factor for cyan dye layer. 1 cxplowd hy PrIt<t- :and Bowen (1969\. Figure 2 shows 
CALCULATION OF EVAPOTRANSPLR4TlOS USING COLOR-INFRARED PStO1YK;RAl'fIY 039 
WAVELENGTH. IN MICROMETERS 0- horn Kod& (1970; .nd N L 
FrHz Irnlnon commun.. 19711 
Fffiuus 32.-Fdtcr tramit tam rerr.us wavelength fm the standard filter pack used in aerial photogrnphy in the study amaa 
dye layer sensitiv~ty with respect to the other two dye j (fig 2,. 
layers. This filter pack accentuates the two dye layers 1 The cnrrection equations used fur the filters is illus- 
used as indices of plant vigor. This can be visualized by ; trated below for the near-infmred irradiance: 
noting figure I; the differential shtft resulting from 1 fi = R . F ~ I ~ B ~ F ~  + C i v ~ m + f ) v ~ y ) ,  (59) 
lower sensitivity relative to the other layers of the cyan ' this filter pack would diminish the  yellow dye layer 
dye layer ofcolor-infra*d film. The purpose of the color image with respect to the other two. 
correction filters used as a standard in this study is to ' During 1967 only a number 12 filter wss used. The 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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decrease the sensitivity of the magenta and yellow dye 
layers and therefore proportionally increase the cyan 
two NASA flights (Septeclber 30.1969. and September 
11, 1970) included in this analysis used a number 15 
sensitivity, which has the lowest sensitivity a s  shown only. Filter corrections were thercforc necessary to 
in figure 2. In this study the two spectral ranges of convert to the standard filter pack used during most of 
interest (because of the physio!ogical and plant chcmi- the study. 
cal r e l a t i o n s h i p ~ t h e x  sensed by the cyan and the I The transmittances of the two color mmct ion  filters 
magenta dye layer-must be accentuated to yield a I (CC20R. CC3OMb were multiplied a t  0.01 p m  intervals, 
signature more useful for the determination of plant I and these products were summed over the high sen- 
condition. Figure 32 shows that thc filter pack trans- ' sitivity wavelength range of the particular dye layer. 
mits approximately 65 percent in the cyan sensing 1 The mean transmitlance of the filters for esrh dye 
range, 45 percent in the magenta, and 30 percent in the j layer was then calculated. These filter correction.; were 
sensing region of the yellow dye layer (all percentages I then used to adjust the nonstandard photographic 
refer to the percent rndlation transm~tted which is in- i flights by the same method used for atmospheric at- 
cident to the f i l t ~ r  pack in each of the three dilferent / tenuation. No compensations were made for transmit- 
spectral ranges): thc filters therehg compensate for the I tance ditTererrnces between the filter numbers W12 
lower sensitivity of the cynn and increase the magenta and W15 because of similar transmittar~ce properties 
where 
F, = filter correction factor IOr the yellow dye 
layer. 
F, = filter rumrt ion factor fbr the magenta dye 
layer. and 
Fr = filter correction factor far the cyan dye layer. 
The actual values for the corr&n factors for the 
specific filters cited are given b e b .  
TABLE I --*ltrnc-phcrtr tmmrmct&w fir tht puk msftcnh 4dy 
1-.wm 4 odw. ~nfmnd f i lm d su ncwr und wcntrr u l s t ~ c c  
rcrrmt "f 
~ ~ r ~ t r r a * l ~ m  b w d  
Rah r a r r t w b  - rtllrr wlrn 
rraunn) Un(cr - Iu- 
DV. Lm armr+ul.*m* A**. 4*rr 
Y r l k  O U  6s S 78 6 0 H - .... U T* a U I M 
cha n x e  n P st 
a the soil which may cause a depletion of tlre Jutface soil The effect of solar angle tab should also be considered 1 moist_ and a cbnge in signat-. 
when intervretinr: color-infrared vhotoumvh~ taken a t  I 
F, = 0.73. 
F, = 0.50. and 
- . -  
different times o i i e a r  or day. ~ h e  solar angle. the an- 1 
gular departure fmm the local vertical. can be calcu- I 
nature parameters of plant activity tR. c)  are  largely 
independent of solar angle. Figure 33.4 is the bare 
lated a t  solar noon a s  ' Many photographic variables. such as atmospheric 
c~=lntitude-solar declination. (60) ' changes. processing incwnsistencies. and shifts in film 
The elfect of solar angle on the amount of radiation :color balance due to aging or improper s torqe,  are 
reaching a reflecting source can be computed as (El- 1 very dificult to correct. Elaborate ground instrumen- 
terman and Toolin. 1965) : tation data and the use of complicated sensitometric 
T'=exp(-rh2 rtee @I, (61) / methods a re  nr-ary to  derive such corrections. 
where : However, a simple empirical correction for this type of 
T' = atmospheric transmittance of radiatioi a t  a ; variability was attained by using the spectral signa- 
particular wave length through the total ' ture of a highway bridge a s  a standard calibration. The 
atmosphere and necessity of a standard cormtion is  i-rdicated by the 
1 2  = ext~nction opticnl thickness a t  a particular uncorrt.rted signature of reach 2b during 1968 versus 
auvelcngth through the total atmosphere 1 1969 (fig. 30). 
tn the ground-surface elevation. I The bas~c  theoretical assumptions inherent in the 
The mlxt i t~t~sh~ps between object reflectance and I bridge corrcction procedure are given below. 
solar angle. incidence look angle. and azimuth look i 1. The bridge is assumed to he a gray surface, such 
angle are  treated in Egbcrt nnd Ulaby (1972,. while I that the film (using thc "standard" filter pack) regis- 
solar angle versus exposure is explored in Sprrcht, ters equal quantities nf energy in the threr wavelength 
Fritz. and Snrem (1966,. The G11a River Phrci~tophyte ; rcgio~~n sensed by the ind1wd11;tl dyc lavers: the photo- 
Project is nt 1;rtitude .7:%"lO'. and the noon solar angle ' graphic mission flown on June  27, 1968, was ~ s e d  a s  I that occurs clur~ng summer and writer solstice (June , the st;~nd:~rd phntographic flight for this n?a.wn. 
21. Denmbrr %2\ arc  9.88 and 55.62". resp~t ive ly .  / 2. Thc characteristic c u r v ~ s  (fig. .I)  are supcrim- 
A computation of the transn~ittnnces at the peak of ; p u s 4  at  the analytic donsitirs of the bridgr readings, 
cnrh dye-layer sensing range for June  21 and Dc- achieving ;an rql~ivalent neutr;ll density. 
rcii~hrr 22 ii1.e givrn in table 4. Table 4 shows that the ; The nrcurncy of this empir~cal m ~ t h o d  is considered 
innxlmuln possible solar angle rlTect un the three adrquatc. for t h ~ s  tudy, and althongh it is rpco~mizcd 
wi~vclrngth regions of interest roltld be signiticc~nt i f '  that n r ~ t h r r  of tltesc conditions i.i pveriwlp rllct. the 
i~ l l  uthcr effects wc-re constant. During the pt-riod of : effect of crrt~r is oversl~irdowrci by the n c d  for R usable 
plant acti\lty (April tnrough spten;krr this effect is ; incxpc.nsive correction technique. 
tiot s~gnificnnt ;rt this latitude when the photographic ; Densitumctric readings of the highwiiy hridge lo- 
clnt;~ is ;rn;\lyzeci ns a ratio. Further cviclrncc of this IS ; cated on the (.;)la River wera taken nn each photo- 
shown in tigc~rc 33, which shows that the spcctrnl sig- : graphic fliyht,sonvertcvltofi.~. a n d 8  by the trcllnique 
F, = 0.35. 
I ground site shown in figure 1, while 338 is a part ofthe This filter m r m t i o n  cou!d be imprwed by the vectorial dense raltrvdar site in  25-2 also shown in f i e r e  1. 
multiplication of the filter correction and the spectral / The decrease of R and increase of 6 in figurn 318 a t  
sensitivity at  small increments ofwavelength a s  pro- ; 1200 hours r~au l t s  primarily from the high sun angle 
p o d  for atmospheric attenuation, but it was not done / which a l low inadiance from the ground between the 
because of the limitations of the study. 1 trw, ta register on the photographs. The increase in R ! at  1400 hours in figure 33.4 is more dificult to explain, 
501. \K \ S G L ~  (.ORRECI'ION I but this is wrhavs due to a n  increase in temperature d 
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i l luetratd in equations 4, 5. and 6, and corrected for 
film type, altitude, and filter cornhination when nrres- 
sary. All bridgc readings wcre then corrrcted r e l a t ~ \ e  
to the bridgc rrnding flown J111ic27. 1968. which con- 
formed to the nssumptron ( 1 ) given ahove. The Juric 27, 
1968, irradiancc. was 
where 
q=subrcript-bridge reeding for any photn~r.lp!l~r 
mission. 
The data for a specific flight was then corrcct*.d :I* 
dcnionstratcd hy the follow~n~: q u a t ~ o n  for r+bl.ll wV 
near-infrared irradiance: 
I R = fAlJ, ~:tfi,J, + fi,.Jm + A,.], 1. I t i t i  I tls=C;,=8, =0.33, (62, , 
where It should k reallred that in this sp~rlfit  111-t:lnq 1'
s=suhscript- standard bridge reading June 27. equations 6:s. 64. and 65 n~;ly be simpllti~~tl v . r  '1; . 
1968. yl~otography. ' J, =-3&,,. and .I. =:a,, I, hut the tcrl~niqur i- ~ ) y * . - * . " f * . s '  
The standard rorrt.ction factors Tor each photogriiph hcrr~ for upr If the collditton orc.,,u~ltir,n 6 2  1. I,.!! rm.r 
run derivtd frorll thc brtdgc reflc.ct;rnce are This tecl~niclur is only usnt,lr durln): t l l t .  -~l.~llll*.r 
J, =K,!H,, t631 nic~nths I %lit) through A u ~ u b t )  hpc;nu>c. 1 I l l*  c . 4 ~ 1  1 4 . 1  1 l - 3 t l  
Jm =Gg/G.+ (641 factors tend to ovrrronilwna;~tc- the* c . l n  I . I \  8 1 ' \ 
and much as a f.tctor of trn durlng the. w ~ n t ~ ~ r  '1'111' a ) (  
J, = R ~ ' D , ,  165) . thir htgh o~rrcumprns;~tion 1s th;lt t 1 1 ~  -I.\11:!4' I < ' r l  
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tribution to the cyan dye layer is much lower in the 
winter than in the  sumnler. the vegetation adjacent to 
the bridge becomesclormant during thc winter. and the 
effect of the scattend near-infrurd radiance from this 
source is greatly rtduced. therefim reducing the qunn- 
tity of near-infrared irndiance received by the film 
sensing the bridge. 
!4TATISTICAL ANALWlS OF VARIABLES 
Extensive statistical analyses have been performed 
on the equations presented in this report. For the use of 
those interested in these evaluations, the statistical 
parameters are presented in table 5. 
To attain significance in a quantitative study of 
spectral data requires a rigorous statistical approach. 
This is of particular importance in the study of indi- 
vidual plant signatures. where the two primary 
pnralneters used (k, 6 )  are elements of a closed system, 
a9 shown by qua t ion  7 in the te* 8 +ebb = 100 per. 
cent. The interrelationship between varirblcs in a 
closed system such as expressed in eluation 7 yields a 
spurious correlation. For example. an increase in ft 
an qua' in sum of '+*- In 
t' = "student" t value of s particular significance 
level. and 
r = coefficient of correlation. 
This procedure was used in this report to solve for the 
r, and r,,, by the inverse transform: tion, 
r=~-'C4'~).  
Similarly, the corresponding confidence le\.els for the 
null hypothesis were computed a s  
Z',=Z&t 31SB. 
whee  
Z', = the maximum and minimum values o f Z  for 
the null hypothesis a s  determined by the t' 
distribution. 
)I, 2, = £(f(p)]=0.5 [In( -1 -c 
p = value of the null hypothesis. 
I and the  values for and bm were derived by the 
transformation. 
p = Z-ltZ'p). 
This was done for both the null hypothsis and the 
vi~lues has been published in Dixo~r and Masscy (1957. 
table &\-3Oh\. The equation used to &termine the con- 
lidmce levels of :he coeffic;ent of correlation is 
1" the 5-year period 1967-71, 38 ~ o l o ~ - ~ ~ ~ r a ~ e ~  
photographic missions were flown over the Gila River 
Phreatophyte Project in southeastern Arisonn. Data 
Z', =Zp:(t')(SD), 1 from these missions were nn:llyzcd to determine the 
where possibility uf identifying ~ n d  measuring vegetntive 
Z', = the rnarirnum and minimum values of 2 for 1 p~rrirneters and their asaciated hydralogic variables 
the cocflicient of correlntion a s  determined by spectral analysis of the photography. During the 
by the f ' distribution. 1 summer of 1071, additional data fro= six color- 
I +r 1 infrared photographic niissions flown ovcr the Cihecue Z, = %[fir 1]-=0.5[ln i$. 1 Ridge \Vatcr\hed Study in central Arizona were used 
I coefficient of correlation at  the 95 percent coxfidcnce 
tion. the fact that the sum of the -meters is a con- I level and is along with the for , and 
stant destroys the independence of both the variance / in table 
and covariance and induces a bias towad a negative 
~h~ percent le,.el ofthe computed ,,,hen 
mrr&lation. Therefore. the correlation coefficient of a relatd to the nrlll hypothesis by 
c l o d  system. such as that used in this report. may not 1 Z,=Z,-(t'NSD), be related to the conventionel null hypothesis, p=O. which is then solved for Chayes (1960. 1971) proposed that the expected value I 
SZ) = 1 1 6  -3, where n =number of samples, 
for a null hypothesis with this "closure restraint" may 
be approximated by p=( I -n)-'. where n is the number 
of interwlnted variables in the closed system. This 
value can then be utilized in the Fisher Z transforma- 
tion (Fisher, 1950. paper 3, p. 1251 to determine the 
distribution of the coefficient of correlation. A pictorial 
rrpmsentation of the distribution of this transforma- 
tion is shown by Natrella (1963.20-le). 
The normal sampling distribution a t  a particular 
confidence levd ran be approximated by the equation 
fur Z given below; for ease of calculation 3 table of Z 
tr, test the validity of m ~ n e  of thc techniques developed 
in this study. 
A trananlittirnce detisitometrr was used to ohtain a 
Z -2, t'= P 
SD 
~ h ,  mnfidence level for the t p  for each computed mrre- 
lation coefficient a s  rplatcd to the null hypothesis is 
alvo given in table 5. 
~h~ shorn in table 5 which 
have not bcen discussed were evaluated from the defi- 
nitions in ~ ~ k i ~ l  ;,d F ~ (1963). 
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14 percent sarllplc of the study area. Optical density , infrared photographic mission and a computer analysis 
readings rn each of three primary mlom of the positive of the  photographic da ta  for t h e  Gila River 
transparencies were taken. 'l'he i d i a n c e  (defined in I Phluatophyte Project area cost about n tenth of the 
this mport as energy recurded on the film) wnscd from amount of conventional spcries classification and 
the dye conrrlltration in each of thew primary colors ! canopy-measurement techniques ($650 versus $6.6001. 
wils dctermilled and related to the total energy s e n d  / A short discussion uf the derived spectral equations 
by the film, achieving three parameters of relative ir- and a table of 24 statistical parameters describing the  
radiance (near-infrared. red, and green) which were ! spectral and hydrologic variables is included to aid the 
functiunally related to spectral regions indicative of reader in evaluating the significance of the study. 
plant activity. These parameters were then corrected / 
to a ">t,-*~d;rrd photo flight" by adjusting the den- i REFERENCES CITED 
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